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Project Background
Tom Riley Park is a 14.8-hectare park at Dundas Street West and Islington Avenue that follows
Mimico Creek to Bloor Street West. The playground in the park will be enhanced as part of a
state-of-good-repair project to upgrade the existing equipment.
The playground design will be developed through consultation with the community and will
include:




Large, themed and accessible playground equipment
Redesigned accessible pathways
Additional seating

The improvements will only include the general playground area. New water or lighting features,
or improvements to the park outside of the playground area are not included in the scope of this
project.

Survey Objectives
In August 2020, the City conducted an online survey to gain feedback from community
members to inform the Tom Riley Park Playground improvements. Survey respondents were
given the opportunity to share how they use the playground currently, what they like and dislike
about the playground, and what improvements they would like to see in the future.
The survey was available to complete online from August 3 to August 30, 2020. In total, the
survey received 439 responses. Some surveys represent the views of multiple respondents.
The feedback received will inform the design of two to three playground design options, which
respondents will be able to comment on and share their preferences for, during the next phase
on public engagement.

Notification
The online survey was promoted through the following channels:





Facebook and twitter advertisements targeting area residents.
A project webpage.
Park signage.
E-flyers through the local Councillor.

Note: A Kids' Activity Book was also available of the project webpage to provide a more handson option for kids to provide their feedback and share their ideas for improvements to Tom Riley
Park Playground. No Kids' Activity Book submissions were received during this phase of
engagement.
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Survey Highlights and Key Takeaways
How the Playground is Used Today






56% of respondents visit Tom Riley Park Playground once a week or more.
80% of respondents visit the park with family members. Other respondents visit with
friends, a pet, alone, with camp or school, and colleagues.
41% of respondents usually stay at the playground for up to 1 hour; 24% stay for up to
30 minutes; 19% stay up to or over 2 hours, with the remaining 16% usually staying for
less than 15 minutes.
52% of respondents said they liked the existing swings at Tom Riley Park Playground;
39% like the seating around the playground; 26% like the small yellow slide; 25% like the
red slide; 18% like the sand.

Envisioning a New Playground








77% of respondents want to see climbing structures in the new playground; 67% want
swings; 54% want natural playground materials; 50% want seating; 45% want a spiral
slide; 39% want picnic tables; 30% want more trees; 30% want monkey bars; 24% want
a straight slide; 23% want a seesaw; 16% want spring toys; and, 16% listed "other"
suggestions.
Elements of the playground that many respondents dislike and would like to see change
include the old, small, spread out, and uninteresting play structures and the lack of
seating. Some respondents dislike the playground's lack of water features, lack of
shade, and the sand groundcover.
Many respondents would like to see the new playground be made out of more natural
materials.
The top two suggestions for playground themes were a ship theme and a circus theme.
Many participants noted the importance of multiple, fun, and exiting climbing structures
in the new playground design.

Making a Welcoming Playground for All


Many respondents suggested that providing plentiful seating, shade, and fun, accessible
playground equipment for kids of all ages are important changes that would help the
playground feel more welcoming for all users.
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Detailed Feedback
Playground Use Today










When asked how often they visit Tom Riley Park Playground:
o 15% of respondents visit daily
o 15% visit 4 or more times a week
o 21% visit 2 or 3 times a week
o 15% visit once a week
o 15% visit a couple of time a month
o 12% visit less than once a month
o 5% visit less than once a year
o 2% have never visited the playground
When asked who they visit Tom Riley Park Playground with:
o 80% of respondents visit with family members
o 23% visit with friends
o 21% visit with a pet
o 18% visit alone
o 6% visit with school, daycare, or camp
o 5% visit with "other", including colleagues and as paid childcare
When asked how long they usually stay at Tom Riley Park Playground:
o 5% of respondents usually stay less than 5 minutes
o 11% stay up to 15 minutes
o 24% stay up to 30 minutes
o 41% of stay for up to 1 hour
o 15% stay up to 2 hours
o 4% stay over 2 hours
When asked about what they like about Tom Riley Park Playground today:
o 52% of respondents said they liked the existing swings at Tom Riley Park
Playground
o 39% like the seating around the playground
o 26% like the small yellow slide
o 25% like the red slide
o 18% like the sand
o 26% selected "other" and noted elements around the playground that they like.
These include the park's plentiful greenspace and open space that provide areas
for play picnics, and relaxation; pathways for walking, biking, and helping kids
learn to bike; the creek, bridge, and local ducks that often appear; the park's
community garden; sports fields; park views of subways; and the opportunity to
interact with neighbours at the park. Some respondents also like the quietness of
the park, and the parks location or proximity to their home. Finally, while some
respondents noted they like everything about the playground, others respondents
noted they did not like anything at all.
When asked about what they dislike and would like to see change about Tom Riley Park
Playground:
o Many respondents dislike the old, small, spread out, and uninteresting play
structures that do not appeal to older kids or a wide range of age groups.
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A few respondents noted that in particular, the metal slide was disliked
because it becomes very hot in the summer sun.
Many respondents dislike the lack of seating.
Some respondents dislike:
 The playground's lack of water features
 The playground's lack of shade
 The sand in the playground
A few respondents dislike that the playground feels dreary, unwelcoming, and
unsafe (due to its age and condition, cyclists that speed by, and local crime).
Others noted the playground could be better maintained and that rules could be
better enforced (e.g. rules around leashing dogs).
A few respondents dislike the playground's lack of:
 Bathrooms
 Freeplay features
 Accessibility
 Sandboxes
 Toddler play features
 BBQ areas
Though outside of the scope of this project, some respondents noted that they
would like to see a dog off-leash area, water features or a splash pad, a water
fountain, more lighting, a fitness pod, winter activities, bbqs, cafes or kiosks,
sports features or play areas, and new trail connections included in the
improvements.
Additional suggestions for improving the park include:
 Planting new trees and flowers
 Adding more waste bins
 Mowing more grassy areas (though some respondents would like the
grass to be mowed less)
 Adding art features
 Acknowledging Indigenous heritage in the area
 Adding distance markers along the existing pathways
 Adding more natural play features

Envisioning a New Playground


When asked what playground elements they would most want to see in the new Tom
Riley Park Playground (respondents could select up to 5 options):
o 77% of respondents want to see climbing structures in the new playground
o 67% want swings
o 54% want natural playground materials
o 50% want seating
o 45% want a spiral slide
o 39% want picnic tables
o 30% want more trees
o 30% want monkey bars
o 24% want a straight slide
o 23% want a seesaw
o 16% want spring toys
o 16% listed "other" suggestions
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Though outside the scope of this project, many respondents who selected
"other" suggested a splash pad or water feature be installed.
 Other suggestions included shade structures, spinning bowls, rubberized
groundcover, very large swings, a play drum, a sandbox, a zip line, and a
treehouse.
 Suggestions outside the scope of this project include a dog off-leash
area, an adult fitness pod, a climbing or bouldering wall, a skate park, a
basketball court or hoops, a golf cage, and more adult activity spaces.
 A few respondents also noted the need for the new playground elements
to be accessible and appeal to a wide age range of children.
When asked what design theme they would like the new Tom Riley Park Playground to
have:
o Many respondents said they would like to see the new playground be made out
of more natural materials.
 Some respondents would prefer metal as the predominant material. Other
suggestions included a mix of natural materials, plastics, and metals.
o The top two most common playground theme suggestions were a ship theme
and a circus theme. Other suggestions included: animals; forest; transportation
(e.g. trains); connections to nature, including the creek, flora and fauna in the
park; rocket ships and space; castles; dinosaur or prehistoric; gardens; magic
and fairies; Indigenous history and education; sports; treehouses; zoo; sea;
jungle; music; food; and, Canadian geography.
o Regardless of theme, many participants noted the importance of providing
climbing structures and a variety of accessible play structures for all ages in the
new playground design.
o Other suggestions include choosing a budget and eco-friendly theme that is safe,
has a rubberized groundcover, and is not too noisy or disruptive for neighbours.

Making a Welcoming Playground for All


When asked how Tom Riley Park Playground can be more welcoming for all users:
o Many respondents suggested providing more plentiful seating, shade, and
shaded seating areas.
o Many respondents suggested providing fun, accessible playground equipment for
kids of all ages.
 A few respondents suggested separating playground spaces by age
group to improve safety.
 A few respondents suggested expanding the playground area.
o Some respondents suggested improving pathways to and around the playground
including:
 Building a pathway around the playground that is wide enough for
children to cycle on.
 Separating cyclists and walkers or slowing cyclists on existing pathways.
 Increasing pathway maintenance, including clearing snow in the winter.
o Some respondents suggested:
 Planting trees, flowers, shrubs, improving landscaping, and keeping the
natural feel of the park.
 Improved maintenance of the playground and surrounding area.
o A few respondents suggested:
 Beautifying the playground, including adding colour and public art.
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Acknowledgement of the Indigenous heritage of the area.
Improving wayfinding signage to and around the playground.
Clearing sightlines to improve safety.
Providing more and improved waste management around the playground
(e.g. more waste bins and strategies to keep drug paraphernalia out of
the playground area).
 Replacing the sand with a rubberized surface and providing a dedicated
sandbox for play.
 Signage, enforcement, or fencing to keep dogs on-leash and out of the
playground area.
Other suggestions include:
 Providing welcome signs in multiple languages
 Repurposing local resources so the community sees itself in the new
design
 Ensuring teens do not intimidate other playground or park users
 Security cameras
 Closing the playground until the COVID pandemic is resolved
Though outside of the scope of this project, some respondents noted that
including the following features in the improvement would make the playground
area more welcoming: a dog off-leash area, water features or a splash pad, a
water fountain, washrooms, more lighting (to improve safety), a fitness pod,
improvements that benefit adults and do not only focus on children or the
playground, bbqs, a skate park and other new or improved sports areas, a
community garden, and new trail connections (e.g. boardwalks and connections
to the creek).
 Note: The process to start a community garden is separate from
playground enhancement work. Community members can work together
to start a community garden in their neighbourhood. Please follow this link
for more information on starting a community garden.

Additional Suggestions


When asked for final comments or suggestions, respondents noted the following. This
feedback does not include comments or suggestions already included in the previous
sections of this document:
o Some respondents are looking forward to the playground improvements!
o The park brings diverse community members together, including many racialized
and new immigrant families and teenagers.
o The park is important to the many people, of all ages, who live in nearby
apartment buildings.
o The local Elementary school uses the park frequently and should be brought into
the engagement process.
o Other suggestions include:
 Installing a stage for performances or movie viewings
 Installing an adult playground
 Installing a trampoline
 Installing signs to highlight park rules and encourage inclusion amongst
all users
 Encouraging all-season use of the playground and park through improved
winter maintenance and winter activities
11





Hiring non-unionized contractors
Containing the project's budget
Increasing police patrol in the park
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Appendix A: Response Summary
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Appendix B: Survey Preamble and Questions
Tom Riley Park Playground Improvements
The City of Toronto is improving the playground in Tom Riley Park! We need your help to make
sure these improvements will meet the needs of the community.
The redesigned playground will include:




Large, themed playground equipment Redesigned, accessible pathways
Additional seating
A rubber-like play surface

The redesign will not include the area around the playground, and will not include any new
water or lighting features.
Please fill out this short 5-10 minute survey to share your preferences for the Tom Riley Park
Playground improvements. If you have young playground users in your home, we strongly
encourage you to complete this survey together. The City is conducting this online survey to
gather feedback from community members at the start of this playground redesign process. The
results from this online survey will be used to inform the creation of three potential playground
designs. These design options will be presented to the community for feedback later this year.
The survey will has been extended one week and will now close on Sunday August 30th at
midnight. Kids can also share their feedback through the online Activity Book, available at the
project web page, until Sunday, August 30th. Please click 'Next' to take the survey.
This is Tom Riley Park Playground today. This picture was taken when the park was closed due
to the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions.

The playground at Tom Riley Park includes: Two swing sets with four swings for ages 2-5 and
four swings for ages 5 and up A medium sized slide (red structure) A junior climbing structure
and small slide (yellow structure) Sand under all play areas. Other features near the playground
include a bench and two picnic tables.
1. How often do you go to Tom Riley Park Playground?
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Daily
4 or more times a week
2 to 3 times a week
Once a week
A couple times a month
Less than once a month
Less than once a year
I have never been to Tom Riley Park Playground

2. Who do you go to Tom Riley Park Playground with?
o
o
o
o
o
o

Family (For example, parents, guardians, grandparents, siblings, and other
relatives)
Friends
A pet (For example, a dog)
Alone
School, daycare, or camp group
Other, please list

3. How long do you usually stay at Tom Riley Park Playground?
o
o
o
o
o
o

Less than 5 minutes
Up to 15 minutes
Up to 30 minutes
Up to 1 hour
Up to 2 hours
Over 2 hours

4. What do you like about Tom Riley Park Playground today? Please select all that apply.
o
o
o
o
o
o

The swings
The red slide
The small yellow slide and climbing structure
The sand
The seating around the playground
Other, please explain

5. What do you dislike, or what would you like to see change about Tom Riley Park Playground?
In the next question, we will ask you to share your ideas for the redesigned Tom Riley Park
Playground. The following photos are from recently redesigned playgrounds in Toronto. You can
use these to inspire your playground imagination.
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This image shows a large playground made mostly using metal. There are climbing structures
on the left, and large playground structures on the right with slides and climbing features.

This image shows a ship-themed playground. The large playground structure looks like a boat.
The smaller playground items, like the spring-toy shark, fit the theme. This playground includes
structures to climb on, and two slides.
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This playground has a circus theme. The colours are bright! One climbing structure is shaped
like an elephant, and another is shaped like a circular drum. There is a large climbing structure
in the background made of wood. Some of the climbing structure is made of large tree trunks.

This is an example of a playground made of more natural materials. The climbing and play
structures are made mostly of wood and rope. This playground includes a large slide and a
rope-climb. At this playground, the ground is covered in a coloured, rubber-like material.
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This is an example of a playground made up of multiple metal climbing structures. At this
playground, the ground is covered in a coloured, rubber-like material.
6. What design theme would you like the new Tom Riley Park Playground have?
7. What are the playground elements you most want to see in the new Tom Riley Park
Playground? Choose up to five.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Swings
Spiral Slide
Straight Slide
Spring Toys
See Saw
Climbing Structures
Seating
Picnic Tables
Natural playground materials (for example, wood and rope instead of metal and
plastic)
Monkey Bars
More Trees
Other, please explain

8. How can the Tom Riley Park Playground become more welcoming for all users?
9. Is there anything else you want to tell us about the Tom Riley Park Playground, or any other
ideas you have for the playground?
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The last few questions ask about who is filling out this survey. These questions help us
understand who this survey reached, and whose feedback we may be missing. Responses to
these questions are entirely voluntary.
10. How old are you? If you are doing this survey with multiple people, select all that apply.
o
o
o
o
o
o

Under 5
5-9
10-12
13-18
19-30
31+

11. Please select the racial backgrounds that people in your household identify with. Select all
that apply.
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Black (African, Afro-Caribbean, African-Canadian descent)
East Asian (Chinese, Korean, Japanese)
Indigenous (First Nations, Métis, Inuk/Inuit)
Latino (Latin American, Hispanic descent)
Middle Eastern (Arab, Persian, West Asian descent, e.g. Afghan, Egyptian,
Iranian, Lebanese, Turkish, Kurdish, etc.)
South Asian or Indo-Caribbean (e.g. Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Sri Lankan,
Indo-Guyanese, Indo-Trinidadian, etc.)
Southeast Asian (Taiwanese descent; Filipino, Vietnamese, Cambodian, Thai,
Indonesian)
White (European descent)
I don't know/Prefer not to answer
Other, please specify

12. Indigenous people residing in Canada are those who self-identify as First Nations (status,
non-status, treaty or non-treaty), Inuit, Métis, Aboriginal, Native or Indian. Do you identify as
Indigenous to Canada?
o
o

Yes
No

13. Disabilities, both visible and invisible, include physical, hearing, seeing, developmental,
learning or mental health conditions, chronic illness and addictions. Disabilities may be from
birth, caused by injury or accident, developed over time, or result from the combination of a
person's condition and barriers in society. Do you identify as a person with a disability?
o
o

Yes
No

14. Do you rent or own your home?
o
o
o

Owner
Renter
Neither owner nor renter

15. Please provide the first three characters of your postal code (e.g. M5H)
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16. If you would like to stay up-to-date on the process to update Tom Riley Park Playground,
please provide your email address so that we can contact you in the future. Your email is
collected in accordance with the Municipal Freedom of Information and Privacy Act, and will be
kept confidential. Your email will only be used to contact you regarding this project. The City of
Toronto respects your privacy. The personal information requested here is collected under the
legal authority of the City of Toronto Act, S.O. 2006, Chapter 11, Schedule A, s. 136 (b) and (c)
and the Municipal Freedom of Information Act, R.S.O. 1990, Chapter M.56. Your personal
information is being collected in order to better understand the demographics of the people
responding to this survey and to keep you informed about the progress of [project name] and
future consultation opportunities related to it. Your information will not be shared with any other
party or used for any other purpose without your express approval. Questions about this
collection can be directed to Daniel Fusca, Manager, Public Consultation, Metro Hall – 55 John
St., Toronto, Ontario, M5V 3C6, or by calling 416-338-3020.
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey! We appreciate your feedback to inform the
Tom Riley Park Playground Improvements.
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Appendix C: Text Responses

What do you dislike, or what would you like to see change about Tom Riley Park
Playground?
































More play options for kids of different ages and abilities. More imaginative play
opportunities. The metal slide gets extremely hot in the sun.
More flowers please, tnks
Put the different type swings together so families can stay together
There is nothing that stands out to draw me to this park. It’s a great huge green space
that I would go to if there was a draw
The play structures have limited spots get crowded quickly (especially during early covid
days of using equipment with mittens on but socially distancing).
Looks boring. We have recently moved to the area and have been searching for fun
playgrounds to go to(pre covid). We need more in this area!
More climbing structures and variety
Would love picnic tables, bigger play structure
Sand
The woodchips are not nice to walk on for young children.
More climbing equipment.
More trash cans
More equipment
More modern play structure with some other fun things for little kids to play with
(climbing etc)
Seating far from the play structure. Play areas small - very limited options when more
than one family is there. Other than the swings, kid gets bored quickly with limited play
options. Considération: Space for adult workouts, similar to equipment/stations in high
park - small, focused, but allowing kids & adults to both be active together.
They should put a splash pad...
The sand is very messy for my toddler, there is no shade, so the slides are in sun during
the day. There is little options for play but my son likes the red slide.
More seating areas and more playground equipment. also some equipment for older
children and adults - outdoor ping pong table, chess table., etc. better field areas to play
sports
More swings and bigger structures for my older kids while the younger ones play
Playground is way too small and not appealing. Also not a fan of sand - prefer wood
chips or spongy surface
Needs to have more challenging structures for older kids too
I really like the park and the playground. I don’t think there’s anything to change.
It's awful. All the equipment are 60 years too old and look unsafe. The sand is awful and
I worry about it getting all in my kids clothes and socks. This renovation should have
been done years ago. It depresses me to look at it.
I dislike the dogs running wild, strange adults without kids sitting on benches staring at
kids playing and it makes me nervous that one year a dead body was found in the park. I
would like to see the park being a safer environment. I don’t feel safe there at all.
More climbing structures and more swings for young kids. Also, bigger slides would be
nice and a sandbox.
Play structure for big and little kids. More shade. Sandpit.
More fun things
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Better nature inspired playground.
Would like a more modern play structure and a sandbox, something like Fairfield or Lora
Hill park
The equipment is very basic and quite sad. We go to the park many tines a week but the
playground doesn’t really appeal to my son any more and he’s only 6. Please add some
fun and challenge!
Creative, imagination activities for older kids. Less traditional as it is close to high school
Outdated equipment and small
Very limited equipment randomly spaced over a large area. It is not a very welcoming
playground. The large space is underused.
Sand!
More climbing equipment for different ages
Everything
The space is poorly laid out. Everything is old and feels unsafe. Pathways to the park
need better lighting. Is it possible to connect to the trail south of Bloor?
The metal structures get so hot. There isn't very much to climb. I like to play in little play
houses and there isnt one.
Not enough open green space. The lawn area used to be larger but has been allowed to
grow in. So there is less open space
I would like to see a better play structure, similar to the one at nearby Michael Power
park. A few more seats would be nice too. Please keep the trees.
there is no adequate place for teenagers so they gather under the railway bridge, which
is rather dangerous place to be
There are a lot of little kids (2-5yrs) and there isn’t a large enough play structure for
them. The sand should be replaced with a safer, less messy Flooring.
Very crowded pre COVID not enough for older kids
More activyties for kids
More and different types of structures
There is so much potential for a bigger better park. The children get bored very quickly.
Dislike sand and so do my kids, not enough seating. Need more garbage cans close by
as their tends to be litter. No public washroom option, I often see parents take their kids
into the bush. Would be great to have a fenced dog park...there are none in this area!
More shaded areas for picnics. Shade over play structures where possible. The hill to
be cleared for tobogganing in winter. Outdoor ice rink in winter. Larger play structures
for kids to play on. A splash pad, or at least plan for this to be added in the future.
The playground is very basic and the kids get bored fast. We would like to have a
playground chestnut ills park
It is very outdated and not much for the kids to do
Garbage cans are frequently over full....and stuff ends up on the ground. The park does
need better lighting - and a fountain would be a nice touch. I understand those are
features not under consideration....but they really should be.
Dislike the whole playground. Would love to see more organic structures
It needs more variety.
Water park or splash pad
More natural elements worked into the design - logs, climbing rocks, etc.
It is generally bland, with only some shade or tree cover.
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Live close and have two small children but have never gone because the play structures
aren’t great
Swings and playsets need to be updated . It should have more toddler safe structures .
Trees should be palnted around the structures to offer some shade so it can be used
through the day . It should deffinetly have some sprinklers as well
More shaded play structures
Updated play structure and a bit more variety. Currently just slides and a swing but
more options would be nice. Doesn’t need to be a huge intricate structure in my opinion.
Better play structure. More seating
The play area does not have swing that utilize children’s imagination and creativity.
Slide, swing,etc.. are definitely fun but children cannot use them in more ways than one.
More play structures for kids. The metal slide is quite dangerous.
Better seating for adults
More park clean up regularly
More trees
Tom Riley offers so much potential but the current play structures are small and
inadequate. A Larger play structure with a climbing wall and a splash pad would be
great!even a Sand pit. Seating area for families.
More items to play/climb with but more importantly, more shade!! We live right next to
this park and rarely ever go to it.. it does not have the allure as other nearby parks. More
seating would also be nice to have lunch.. But more shade!!
I don't like the sand. All equipments need to be replaced due to their age. Need more
seatings, picnic tables.
there should be a separate bike trail so pedestrians do not always have to move out of
the way
For it to be a functioning welcoming space for kids. We have four kids and I have never
allowed them to play on it. Looking forward to an upgrade
An area for dogs might help to share the space better
Playground is too small, only a few kids can play at once. The structures are too far
apart.
The seating around are old, and one is broken.
It's a bit too basic. Not much to do with kids. It's also a bit secluded, it's a bit of a walk to
get to, and it's anticlimactic (once you're there, there's not much to do)
I would like to see a playground for unstructured play like those made by
https://www.earthscapeplay.com/ seen in various parks around Toronto. These are
good for children of many ages AND ADULTS (please don’t forget about the adults). I
would also like to have a calisthenics area (outdoor workout bars, etc) for the older kids
and adults. When redesigning this playground please remember ADULTS LIKE TO
USE PLAYGROUNDS TOO!!!!
I would like the sandbox and play structures to be bigger and accommodate more
children. There should be a slide that can fit two or three people across at the same
time.
This is a very big park but the playground for kids are limited. I would like to request
more games so kids in our community can learn, play and share please!
Not enough for kids to play
I hope to see a play structure that encourages more free play. The benefits of free play
have been well documented. My children would go more often if there were more
climbing and free play structures.
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Increased amounts of play area, more athletic - basketball or other surfaces
I would like to add in more playground because there is so much land there
A lot of children play in this park. It will fit better a big playground. With more
entertaining possibilities for children.
Better playground
Would prefer a Wider range of equipment to appeal to more ages. More contained ie
sight lines to multiple kids in different sections of the play structures.
Not enough seating in the shade
It is too small. The slide is metallic so gets very hot in the sand. There is also a lot of
wasted space and great opportunity to add in more play structures.
the slides would have more play value for us if connected to other play elements. I like
that there are metal slides which are better than plastic for the kids with cochlear
implants. The park being so low lying is dewy longer into the day than other parks and
wet grass makes for messy sand experiences tracked onto the slides. We would like
climbing and balance opportunities, bouncing and spinning elements, and dramatic play
features. Shade and seating too. We also walk to the redeveloped playground NE of
Shaver and Dundas, as well as Fairfield Park E of Islington and Swan Ave. Those parks
have multiple play elements we enjoy including the sand, but those parks are 'more dry'
earlier in the day. We live beside Michael Power Park and like the swings, slides and
climbing elements but find that the bulk of the play equipment is best suited to older
children. (If Kyle Yang is seeing this: play structure at Mississauga Valley is fab. Great
LT-PP compact feature appealing to multiple age groups - would welcome something
similar at Tom Riley. Some weird cable wear before 1 yr wty anniversary. Lots of
swings.)
It is barren and poorly maintained. There is little to do compared to playgrounds in other
neighbourhoods. There should be a splash pad and a dog park added.
More equipment to make use of and more seating area around. There are a lot of
families with small children in the neighbourhood and it would be nice if more people
could make use of it.
I do not dislike but would be great to have 1 or 2 more playground structures for 1-3
years old who are eager to explore (textures, sounds, movement)
I would like to see a bigger playground, with more things to play with.
A much better play climbing structure would be great. There are much better parks in the
area but it is convenient for us
Updated playground equipment would be great.
the playground area is underwhelming
needs much more for the children to do, tunnel/curly slide Climbing frame Wooden
bridge & building Multi user swing
Updated playground overall - no sand, soft ground, updated structures with safe
materials.
Not enough to keep bigger kids entertained. There need to be bigger slides, more
climbing structures, monkey bars, etc
It needs a proper play structure usable by younger and older kids. A large splash pad
would be welcome.
More places to sit, more interactive multi-age climbing/play structures. Rubber/soft
ground play areas for smaller children and a more welcoming bright fresh space for
families to enjoy and have the opportunity to stay longer.
A new more and interactive structure. Shaded seating
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More nature-based play features.
It is very minimalist, small and boring area
It would be nice if there were more play structures - particularly climbing
areas/structures. I think having a soft base around the features is also important.
The playground is really old and needs a facelift. Also there are no splash pads walking
distance east of Montgomery.
Improved play structure and a place for kids to play and space for them to run around.
Not many playground options. No options for infants.
More seating, better playground structures or updated.
We would like to spend more time at the park however there is not enough variety.
Therefore we go to other parks in the area like Donnybrook or the little OLS play
structure which is better than Tom Riley.
Old equipment landscape is not overly safe and not conducive to playground playing
limited seating around/right at play area not a lot of shade
Very limited things to do at the playground
Old equipment, not a lot to do, needs more seating areas. Things are very far apart.
Need more shaded play areas.
More play equipment for climbing
I dislike seeing unleashed dogs in the park
Everything needs to be changed. Play structure is very small, the slide is very sad, not
enough seating, and the sand is horrible (gets everywhere and in everything!) The
swings are the only thing good, but again, the sand underneath is a no-go.
It could use more benches scattered about as well as some picnic tables
More shade and natural active play opportunities. Along with more seating for Grandma.
The structure is old and needs to meet the standards of other parks in the city. Workout
stuff for adults and equipment for the kiddos
Updated equipment. Safer, cleaner, easier to maintain ground cover. A multi aged
playground, similar to the one at Micheal Powers Park. Although, I hate mulch as ground
cover... it's really dangerous and dirty. Kids fall and get slivers.
Could add a zip line thingy
Not enough benches in the whole park
More playground equipment and an additional splash pad would be good.
Dated. Metal. Sad-looking.
More garbage bins. And signs that tell people to dispose of their garbage. More flowers!
No fenced dog area
There is not enough equipment for multiple children. The sand is too hot and not
appropriate. There is no shading.
The playground is in rough shape and should be more stimulating and exciting for
children
Seems a bit barren. More imaginative play structures and more seating benches
available
i would wish to see a washroom, and a water fountain, and a place for bbq. but that
might not happen since yall dont allow that.
Not enough equipment
Old playground equipment with some signs of rust. Would love to see new equipment
with safety signage for the kids and parents
The structures are small and not a lot of things to play on.
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More slides, a smaller set good for small toddlers where they can't fall off
Two slides are not enough, sand should better be placed in big sand box rather than on
the ground under the slides, so that kids who want to play with send will do that in
separate area and do not put sand on slides. We need more interactive zones, ropes,
climbing zones or small carousel. Or make the playground in some theme like a Pirate
Ship.
No climbing structure. Kids older than 5 get bord quickly
The playground is outdated, rough and not good to look at. We it would lovely to have a
larger more fun playground for kids and a water park next to it, so kids can enjoy the
summer. It would be an Spectacular place to visit lots of great things, such as a great
walk way, great picnic spots, great playground and water park for the whole family to
enjoy.
It’s a small play area that gets crowded and no water area to play in
More seating and picnic tables surrounding the area
It feels neglected. We don't stop as often as we might otherwise, though it's on the way
home from daycare. You're never sure if you might find broken glass or something - a
more well-cared for playground might mean less non-kid use. The structures are far
apart from each other.
Too spread out.
lack of modern facilities
No dislikes. But I do think there should be a big splash pad for the children. Hot
summers and a lack of nearby community pools suggests a need for a splash pad so the
families who bring their children to Tom Riley Park can enjoy a water activity. During the
day and early evening this park is widely used and appreciated from what I have
observed.
I would like to see more picnic tables, more climbing structures, and in general more
playground equipment for kids that are a bit older.
dated and not a lot to play with
path is too narrow and hard to bike when people are walking
New and safe playground structure
The inclusion of a off leash fenced in area for dogs. The kids need a place to play. But
the dogs also need a place. There is nothing around with in 3 kilometers
Better playground equipment would be fantastic! I especially like more natural looking
playgrounds (wooden structures, etc) or ones that are interesting and unique - for
example, the park behind Runnymede Library (Kennedy- Margdon parkette) or on
Dundas (Humbertown park). There is plenty of space there to do something great!
I would like to see a leash free area, it's not like they dont have the room
Nothing to dislike but the playground needs to be updated, adding exercise equipment
for adult use such as a twist stand or a spider climber.
More play structures and seating for parents / caregivers
Wish there was more like a splash pad or more swings
The park could be greatly enhanced. There are some incredible parks in the city now,
and Tom Riley could hold just as an amazing playground. For example, the playgrounds
created by Earth Scape Play www.earthscapeplay.com are very impressive, promote a
diversity of movement skills, cater to different abilities and levels of movement
proficiency and are inspirational.
More accessible swings Connected playground structure
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Better benches Better & updated play structure Similar to the one being reconstructed @
high park
I wish the play structure was thought not only for little kids, but also bigger ones
Very barren
More variety of play activities for youngsters, more seating for caregivers
Better maintained soccer field
I would like to see a splash pad, a sandbox, some spring-toys, and a bigger climbing
apparatus. More seating would also be appreciated.
More seating, better/newer playground structures
I would like to ensure equipment that is accessible e.g. swing(s) for disabled children.
It looks like a very outdated playground given the central Etobicoke location and the
number of families and children that attend this park. There isn't enough of a climbing
structure or variety of playground equipment.
A better playground would be great!
Too focused on a child’s play area. Located within walking distance of many Young
adults
Small park for a high density area. More expansive equipment. So much room to
potentially add a small wading pool or skatepark additionally
There is not much space for kids to play around. I’ve lived in the are for over 20 years
and the park is the same as it was when I was 7 years old. There is not much space or
play areas for kids to have fun in
Not enough seats.
It just doesn't seem very inviting.
The number of activities the kids can do is minimal, however the large open space is
great that surrounds the park
More variety of play structures
All of the play equipment needs to be replaced Better grass care Better tree pruning
around trails and bridges, this is related to better sight lines and views
I would like to see a full playground for kids and seating area around the playground for
parents, also a splash area.
More play structures, updated swings, and more lamp posts
I would like to see a larger climbing structure and more slides as well as picnic benches.
Remove the sand base Add monkey bars Add splash pad
A safer and larger playground with more structures. Splash pad too for the summer!
I would like to have better quality play structures. I would also prefer the solid rubber
surface to be used in the park over wood chips or sand. A Splash pad with a change
room and washroom would be great.
A bike lane. I have witnessed aggressive cyclists coming upon people walking.
More climbing structures. More seating. There isn’t enough for kids to do. The structures
are too small and a bit boring.
sandbox, spashpad, nicer swings, something to climb
everything is outdated
The structures don’t lend to creative, opened ended play. They don’t encourage children
of different ages to play together.
I don’t like the slide and sand area
It’s very dated not much to do don’t really like sand bottom.
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It would be nice to have a great playground for little and big kids, with a lot of swings,
slides, monkey bars. Also a water splash! Maybe a space for kids to skate! (Something
similar as Michael Power Park.)
The slide and climbing structure
I would like to see a large playground, climbing structures, and large playground
structures with slides and climbing features.
Nothing the park is great on its own, it just needs a fresh coat of paint
More trees and more seating on the grass throughout the park.
Not a big enough park/ not enough play structures - such a big space with so little to play
on!
The equipment is old and outdated. I feel it is unsafe for my child.
The equipment is old and small. Not enough challenge for school aged children.
Needs update, more grass space
Security especially in our trying times today.
not enough seating, no picnic area, the slide is too small, older kids can't enjoy the park
too and it is important to have wholesome activities to occupy our young people lest they
get into drugs or violence
Better play equipment, including climbing structures. Shaded areas. Splash pad. Toilet
facilities with running water.
Needs far more play areas for the kids. Could use more seating.
Its not very colorful or cheery. It's very out of date and there isn't much variety of things
to do. There is not much seating. It would be nice to have more picnic benches and
tables to sit at to eat, etc. It would be nice to have more things available in the
playstructures. It would be really nice if the park could have a similar vibe as Chestnut
Hills Park or Lambton Kingsway park.
More variety of play equipment and areas.
More play structures for the kids to climb and explore. The existing park only has usable
swings. The rest is pretty sub-par
The playground equipment is old and made of metal. I’m always nervous my son will
hurt himself. Also it’s a large park with a very small playground.
Nothing challenging For the kids, it’s basic
Outdated playground Not a lot to do Lack of climbing activities
Update the play structures, make them appropriate for small children and slightly older
kids. A splash pad is needed. Also more trees as the area is extremely sunny
More playground structures for small and big kids. A splash pad would be nice.
Safer walking trails closer to the river
More play structures would be nice. Seating around the play area to better watch the
children I bring to the park. Love the idea of a themed park
Everything. It is outdated and inadequate. The questions in this survey can lead to the
wrong conclusions. We never go to Tom Riley's playground because it sucks. You can
infer how much people care about it by asking how frequently they go. Most people in
the neighbourhood use the playgrounds in the schools, such as at Islington.
the graffiti along the walk, under the bridge is a sign that the area is used as a 'hangout'
when the sun goes down. This needs to be kept in mind in the choice and design of any
playground features. What goes on during the day is very different from evening and
night. There is no one to call the police are to busy and park staff are not available.
The park has nothing to encourage seniors to visit the park.
Lack of wheelchair accessible place structures
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I would like to see more climbing equipment and different types of slides for different
ages
Intermix the swings type
Wheel chair accessible features to ensure it is full inclusive Use of natural elementsp
More slide,swings and splash pad
It is such a great space but not enough available for families. I’d love to see a water
feature like a splash pad or outdoor pool
Outdated and cold. Could use a water park.
I would like areas where the family can watch the kids and then have a place to eat a
snack, then the kids can go back to playing. Maybe some water features as well. More
climbing and for children with limited mobility to take part. Not a wood structure as the
splinters that come with it. The city does not have the money to stain and sand every
other year. A mixture of a soft area in case they fall of the climbing structure, concrete
for the water feature and sand.
We like that the playground has lots of shade.
A better play structure
It is in desperate need of SHADE!!!! It also needs seating around the playground for
parents to watch, and needs better equipment....it is quite bare bones compared to
others in the area, like Donnybrook Park and Chestnut Hills park (two of our favourites,
under non-Covid circumstances)
there is nothing for pet owners with such a large space
More things for kids to play on
The baby swings are too small for pre schoolers but the other swings are way too big for
pre school children. No desígnated sand area for children to play in. Not enough
activities for children to play with, example: monkey bars or bigger more intricate slide
sets. Also no shade what so ever.
What Tom Riley Park really needs is an enclosed dog park
I would like to see more elaborate climbing structures.
More equipment for different age ranges please!
I have a small granddaughter and I don't find the current structures suitable for her.
More benches and seating areas.
WE NEED DOG OFF-LEASH ENCLOSED AREA!! There are hundred of dogs that live
around the park! The Hydro field by Montgomery is not safe at all for off-leash. Dogs got
killed by running to the train trucks through the holes in the dance. Dog enclosed offleash is a must in this area. Please I hope you will consider that when updating the parks
Cyclists riding at a high speed despite small children and pets on the walkways
Wood chips or something other than sand as there are many wasps in the area and they
love to dig in the sand. Whatever you do keep the swings!
more seating with shade splash pad modern climbing equipment
Needs updating
More play options (e.g., teeter-teetor, monkey bars, wood chips instead of sand etc.,)
A small snack kiosk with washrooms would be neat
It is not thought out or designed like the snug harbour park. I hope there would be at
least one LARGE swing with a very high chain that even teen boys would find fun. When
I was young centennial park had a very high and fluid swing. Sports are more advanced
and extreme now. Please give us a high large fun swing that everyone wants to come
and use!
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Beautiful park but the playground in general is rather poor. A Splash Pad would be great
too.
- more equipment such as a play structure to climb on - a tree swing in addition to
regular swings - more equipment for older children to engage with, such as rock
climbing or monkey bar type of structures - shaded area to sit around - water
fountain/water filling station - different ground instead of sand
I think replacing the sand with a different surface (firmer, eco-friendly) would be a great
start. As a kid, I remember the sand being very hot during the summer and it would get
everywhere (shoes, clothes, eyes, hair, and mouth). Replacing the sand with a more
sustainable surface would also increase safety and accessibility- it would reduce the risk
of kids throwing sand at each other, and the dust/debris from the sand can also trigger
allergies and skin irritation for some users. In addition, I would recommend that the
planners be mindful of the playground materials. The big red slide has a metal slide
which was quite dangerous to use during summer heatwaves, and especially slippery in
the winter. Choosing materials that will remain safe and usable during year-round
weather is important.
Outdated. Needs to be more accessible for those with special needs.
Dated equipment. Not friendly for toddlers
Play equipment is small and dated there's not much to do.
Looks a little outdated haven't personally taken my kids on the equipment because my
daughter is high risk.
Some pullup bars and parallel bars for outdoor workouts would be great for our
community.
upgraded equipment AND a place for pets to run off-leash
Old equipment and lack of modern play structures
Comprehensive update. More fun equipment
I would love to see some imagination put into a re-design, ideally things like the
wonderful climbing castles in the High Park playground, or at least more variety of
playground equipment, even if it's just the usual seesaws and whirlygigs. A few tired
swings and baby-size slides don't make an inclusive playground. Kids need to climb,
jump, hide, explore, build in a large sand area, enjoy a splash pad on hot summer days,
etc. But at this point almost ANYTHING would improve this antique play area!
Would like to see a big sand box (like at fairfield park) and more variety of playground
activities. A splash pad would be amazing!
We need a fenced, leash free area for dogs to play in
Would like to see more seating and
We dislike sand and don't like small slides. We would like to see an upgrade and more
activities for 7 - 12 year old kids, like trampoline, big climbing structures, better and
bigger slides, wood chips, spongy floor and splash pad
Larger climbing structure
More trees and shade, more seating
- bare walk path: would be nice to have measurement markings - less seating:
modern and more seating would be nice. picnic table would definitely be more
alluring. - no shaded seating: some of these would be nice too (rain, sun, etc)
Bigger, more exciting play features and more places for parents to hang out in (benches,
picnic tables, etc)
Better equipment, more seating options, picnic table
na
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It definately needs a splash pad or kids pool. It also needs more tables and benches in
shady areas. An off leash dog area as well. We don't have one within walking distance.
There are more than 200 dogs in this neighborhood. I tried to get one started but the
previous councilor said no.
Bigger, more variety of playing structures. More seating.
More seating, More swings, More better park like
Outdated
Bikes and other wheeled things going really fast on the walking path.
I think it would be really cool to add adult or dual purpose work-out/play ground
equipment similar to what is at calisthenics-parks.com
There is too little recreation for golfers in and around the city. We suggest golf cages or
practice screens where golfers bringing their own clubs and balls could hit into the
screens to practice.
Newer equipment would be nice. The existing playground equipment looks quite old.
The structures are not very entertaining for the kids. They will go down the slide a few
times and swing and then they kick the ball around. There should be more climbing
structures and slides so the kids can have an adventure at the park.
The play structures are quite small and don't allow for many children to play on them
together, safely. Larger structures with more variety for a wide age range would be an
improvement. As a parent, I don't particularly like that the entire play area is covered in
sand. A designated sand box-type area would be great as the little ones still enjoy the
sand. There is no water feature such as a splash pad or wading pool which would be
valuable in the heat of the summer.
Less mowed grass and more shrubs and flowers and fruit trees.
Not enough play structures for kids, free play
That there is no washrooms. Also it would be nice to be able to buy a coffee or cold
drink.
No
The playground facilities are nice, with the large space in the area would it be possible to
install an outdoor gym as well. Thanks for the consideration
Updates to swings, slides ,climbing structure, additional play structures. More benches
We would like to see new equipment with interesting climbing structures, a see saw, a
carousel, a track for scooters/bikes, monkey bars and a low to the ground balance
beam.
We are seniors, In terms of the playground for children is severely lacking and we
applied your efforts to upgrade it. It would be nice if you could put more seating
throughout the park and along the pathway for seniors. I would also like to see local
artwork displayed along the pathway for older people and seniors to enjoy as they walk
along the path.
Bigger, more spread out play space. More welcoming for families - places to sit,
pathways to push strollers while kids play, space for bike riding. Similar to Michael
Power Park.
The playground to be bigger and better for the kids. Splash pad added would a great
place for that.
More options for older children to enjoy
Lack of off leash dog area
Have an off leash dog park.
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Would like to see a secured fenced in area for dogs to go off leash, please! Also an
outdoor Gym would be much needed!
The swings aren't goods
need 2m walking path throughout access to community centre, school yard, tennis court,
baseball diamond
I’d like to see an off leash dog park please
There needs to be a water refill station or a water fountain. The foundation of the play
structures needs to have better cushion yet support for the play structures themselves.
Play structures needs to encorporate the environment, so kids can have fun with nature
as well.
It Doesn't have a dedicated area for Dogs/puppies to play.
very basic structures and not ideal for older kids. only toddlers can play in the structures
and because of the limited structures, they get bored and want to leave
I would like to see you treat the PARK so all can enjoy...not just kids... We older people
pay the taxes that pay for the kids area.... Why are you aiming only at children & not at
the entire park!
Safer equipment and better lighting. Water fountain splash pad and washrooms.
The lack of variety in the apparatus. This ‘playground’ is pathetic!,
I would like to see more child-friendly equipment for them to play on but also learn
athletic skills.
Very excited for a larger themed structure!
Needs more seating areas, covered picnic area, more shade trees around the
playground, needs a bathroom
Indigenous themed ply land would be good. Outdoor ice rink would be nice too.
I would like to see better lighting along the path
More options for play eg climbing structures. Water park.
The playarea appears haphazard and dated. More play activity/climbing structures for
kids are needed. A bit more seating would be nice, spread through the park.
Splash pad, more swings, bigger slide, monkey bars, climbing structures
There are no public washrooms which are needed.
Would like to see more ducks and geese and birds and more children living in the area
using the park. I am a senior and I think if there was more modern equipment it would
promote more frequent use as long as there is frequency of cleaning and a wellmaintained washroom would be great
my kids at 6/10 have largely outgrown the playground as it is, we used to play there
much more often when they were littler. A playground approach like Humbertown Park
has the advantage that it appeals to a much wider age group
I would like to see a modern, safe and attractive playground for the little ones, and with
capacity for infants, children and teenagers. A lot of slides, big and small, mazes and
climbing structures.
All of it should change
I don’t like the amount of play area for the kids there should be more. A splash pad
would be lovely there since there is a big number of kids that go to that park everyday,
they would love that both the kids and parents.
Not enough play structures for kids and hard ground
We love to see a modern play structure similar to High park Splash pad will be nice
Outdoor racquet sports for badminton will be nice
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What design theme would you like the new Tom Riley Park Playground have?



































The first example
I like the rubber bottom. Tom Riley Park has a lot of sun, so I think more natural
elements would work best. The existing metal slide gets heated up too much, so stay
away from metal. My kids love the ducks on Mimico creek. Perhaps a nautical element
to the design would be good? It is such a big open tree filled space. I think colour would
be nice.
I like the wooden structures of the pirate themed
Natural please!!!!!!
Circus
In order: the large structure (#1), the ship, or the second to last one (natural materials,
wood etc). (If you can update this survey I’d suggest lettering or labelling each one to
make it easier for us to identify and you to tally.)
Wooden play structures, a cool theme that will bring out imaginative play, a cool rocket
ship slide like the one in Whitby. A sandbox too!
Natural materials
Climbing should be the main area. Make variety and skill levels.
Natural materials, bright, themed (pirate ship?)
Circus theme
No metal, natural structures
Something geared toward younger children as they are the ones who play on it the most.
There are many young families here.
Circus theme
Metal structures
Circus theme
I like the circus theme with bright colours
Circus is least preferred. The others are all significant improvements!! Like
adventure/risky play of some sort. Mix of climbing and swings.
Similar to the natural materials example
Natural design
I like the first option with some climbing structures and a few slide options. Would be
good to have climbing option for smaller toddlers as well
natural materials - second last picture
More natural to blend in with all the green space
A pirate ship... something with multiple levels
First one above With a safer landing structure. In Iceland Parks have in ground
trampolines which are fantastic that would be great to see here.
I like the metal playground shown in the first picture, or the circus themed playground
Wood or plastic playground with lots of slides and safe toys. Safe toys for 3 year olds.
1
Avoid natural wood which decays and as it decays it attracts wasps. That creates a
hazard for users.
Wooden climbing structures like in the ship themed playground and objects to explore
like in the circus themed playground
Natural/Trees/flowers
Not metal. Metal gets so hot in the sun. Natural or plastic. Colourful is good, but since it’s
surrounded by nature, natural may work better.
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Natural materials
Natural wood. Metal becomes very hot during summer.
4, 3, 2
Similar to the first image, specifically the structures on the right in the image
Natural materials and an imaginative nature theme (eg. River) seem very appropriate
given the location next to mimico creek. The rubber flooring is a great idea.
Natural materials
Larger structures made of more natural materials with hard foam padding instead of
sand. I think it needs a splash pad as well
All above options look great
Given TRP is located next to the Mimico Creek and in a natural/wooded space, the
playground should reflect that. I think mostly natural materials (wood, rope) is preferable
over metal. Some natural theme or one that fits with nature would be great (pirate ship,
castle, etc). A variety of play structures for older and younger children. And the latest
injury prevention materials (ie impact absorbing rubber mats/wood chips).
Ship-themed or castle-themed like in High Park
Natural materials + rubber surface
Circus
Pirate
The one made of natural material. Anything made of metal will be too hot when kids are
wearing shorts.
Ship themed, or castle themed like Jamie Bell.
Lots of large wooden climbing structures
I would like anything wood-based, to keep a more 'natural' feeling in this amazing area
with the river nearby.
Similar to the first image.
natural materials
The ship themed playground, with its smaller ancillary equipment, appeals to me the
most. I also like the coloured flooring material a lot. It should be designed in a way to
minimize sheltered areas that could be used by hooligans at night (drum in circus
theme).
Colourful with lots of sturdy play structures for kids of all ages.
Any its good
Wooden Not with rubber-like ground. Not necessarily themed.
Anything is an improvement.
I prefer the natural materials (wood). The metal structures get too hot in summer and
are unusable.
Wooden, rope, natural materials. Rubber ground. Themes could be zoo, jungle, tree
house, tropical island, Canadian (thinking moose, beaver damn, trees, tree trek climbing)
Natural materials with more climbing and a softer ground area for young children (like
that foam one some parks have)
The 3rd one seems the best choice. Not a fan of that rubber stuff though.
Modern looking with multiple climbing structures on a coloured, rubber-like material.
Combination of 4 and 5
I like the first option.
Natural
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A Magic and/or Fairy theme would be quite fun, with both of those themes easily
adaptable to using natural materials. Or, to make a more societally neutral theme, a
playground themed on a garden, with giant climbing 'flowers' and rope 'vines' to shimmy
across and rock resting spots. This would also make it easier to add in more shade
trees and other landscaping elements.
Among the choices, I feel the ship is the most dynamic. I hope that it has more tree
cover, and while the rubber is the best for playing and falling on (as best I recall), the
nearby creek
Natural materials
more natural designs
Circus
4th
Natural material playground with swings, slides and lots of things to climb.
Natural materials. Climbing structures
Splash pad with rubber floor, like the ship above, and need things for toddlers to be able
to use
Climbing
Circus theme with circular drum
Natural material, but even the ship themed would be great.
Circus
#3, #4
natural materials structure
Anything but metal, it’s hot in the summer and doesn’t make sense. Also a theme could
get old. A nice old fashioned wooden playground would be great, there is a ton of space
for climbing apparatus’ etc
We like the circus themed playground and the natural material ones.
Metal climbing structures or natural materials look best for design and use. The more
circus and boat themes might make it appear too geared towards very young children
and not those a little older
Naturals materials is the nicest. Followed by the large playground.
Artistic. The islington village is known for its murals. Itd be nice to see that incorporated
somehow.
For me the most important thing is safety, so as for me better on natural materials, and I
like idea with special cover.
Option 1 or 3
I would like to see a playground for unstructured play (wood and rope) like those made
by https://www.earthscapeplay.com/ seen in various parks around Toronto. These are
good for children of many ages AND ADULTS (please don’t forget about the adults). I
would also like to have a calisthenics area (outdoor workout bars, etc) for the older kids
and adults. When redesigning this playground please remember ADULTS LIKE TO
USE PLAYGROUNDS TOO!!!!
How about a rocket ship theme? I saw a park with a rocket ship in Torrance, California.
I would prefer the natural material like wood and rope for new design. It will teach our
children how important nature is for the Earth and environment.
a large playground made mostly using metal
Not metal - too hot in the sun. The wood and rope one looks fun.
Treehous3
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Natural themed
I like the first and fourth
4
Natural materials
A circus theme it will be nice.
Natural Materials
Ship
Natural materials
The ship theme looks fun
The first one
Like the first one, 'large playground made mostly using metal. There are climbing
structures on the left, and large playground structures on the right with slides and
climbing feature' - something for everyone. Earthscape structures are great but take care
to ensure there are climbing elements and slides for shorter/younger kids too, often
excluded. Upright logs in rubber have little play value for the cost/area. You're better off
to put in extra swings. Hang out and watch how kids use these vertical logs - novelty
wears off fast.
This image shows a large playground made mostly using metal. There are climbing
structures on the left, and large playground structures on the right with slides and
climbing features. The last one looks as barren and shitty as the park currently looks.
Season themed, transportation themed, animal themed
circus theme
Circus
Circus theme
The ship theme.
The wood and rope playground.
Any of those newer ideas looks great! Climbing and play structures for a multitude of
ages with different types of agility structures (ropes, ladders, logs, walls) are awesome.
Space/rocket ship
A playground made of natural materials.
Natural materials playground
Like the ship one best, things to climb on, slides and swings
castle made from wood
It should have a medieval theme. Castles, knights, dragons...
Paying respect to Etobicoke's history and the First Nations people could be a beautiful
and educational tribute.
Ship
Wood-based materials thematic and related to the mimico creek watershed a sense of
discovery and movement
Nature for all of us!
A metal structure with ropes for climbing... plastic slides with higher edges for safety. A
soft material around and under the structures is also a great idea.
Pirates
The first image
I really liked the Playground example With more natural materials. I do believe we need
to focus in more environment consciousness.
More natural theme with lots of climbing options.
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Covered Canopied Sand Box Swings Climbing structure with dual slide and spiral slide
with ladders, turning Steering wheels Grounded sitting structures (lady bug, car,
diggers) See saw Some rubberized area Tunnel to walk through Wooden and metal
Bright colours Mix of natural and plastic structures Rubber surface areas mulch
Themed area
Natural materials
#4
Natural elements like tree stumps or trunks. Rock climbing wall. Open ended structures
that are not themed to allow the child to imagine them as anything they wish. Wooden
structures to practice balance, jumping, swinging, and climbing.
Like the one with Circus theme
Any fun colourful theme would be great. Nature, animals, bugs, something to go with the
river nearby?
Keep the grass. Add some additional play structures for the kids Colorful and for
different age groups
The natural wood and rope playground would fit best into the natural setting.
Any
Bright colours circus theme.. a mix of wood and metal
Circus themed
Natural materials
Rubber-like ground cover, natural/organic looking climbing areas with ropes, monkey
bars, interactive play areas like natural music sounds, slides, swings. Shade is really
important.
Circus theme
Dinosaurs � and unicorns
Lots of climbing and mentally stimulating activities
A combination of metal and wood climbing structures.
Circus!
Wooden structures. Metal tends to heat up under the sun and cause minor burns.
Eco friendly!
Ship themed playground
Circus
The last picture with the rubberized ground. The wood structure like a ship.
Animal/ Jungle Gym theme
A colourful one with lots of space between activities. Not crowded. Does the rubber-like
material on the ground get hot in the summer?
i would like the circus themed playground because its cute, not boring, and is colourful!
So it’s more fitting.
Ship themed seems the most practical. Instead of just looking nice. Kids don’t care about
that
I enjoy both Circus and Ship themed parks in that order as it works in line with a child's
imagination and perception
The second one, the wooden one looks safest but all of the designs look nice
Main structure, but some swings and smaller structures around it.
Natural material structures for older kids age 8-13
A natural look would be perfect. With the surrounding trees, its like a mini escape from
the modern concrete city.
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circus!!
I like the idea with Ship design, using natural materials, with a real steering wheel and
wooden anchor on a chain so that kids could imagine they are sailors or pirates. Some
spring toys in form of sea creatures and a see saw would be great!
Ship themed
All the updated pictures I see looks great and water park would make it look even better
and a drink wanter fountain.
Rubber like material
natural materials
Natural elements, to fit with the creek and green space around. Kids love to see the
ducks in the creek and run over the bridge. They toboggan on the hill nearby. Maybe
have it reflect the surroundings? Opportunities for unstable and creative play.
Natural
ship theme
pirate ship
I am interested in natural looking structures. Definitely climbing structures are needed.
I would like to see more natural design elements because the nearby creek and the
surrounding trees are so beautiful that it would be nice for the park to complement the
area around it. A sort of 'adventure camp' theme would be really fun!
any of the above with a big slide
ship theme
Ship theme
Circus theme
A ship themed
Forest! Include animals in the theme. Lots of wooden things, very natural, climbing stuff!!
Pirate and nautical are always easy and a hit too, but I feel forest is more suited to the
environment.
Something that blends in with the surroundings but is fun for a range of ages
More on natural elements included
Natural materials.
sports / music / Canadian geography
Ship or circus theme
Ship themed
The natural material design is great. There are so many potential movement skills kids
and even adults can practice (play at) on this type of playground.
Soft sensory-stimulating effects like a muted color palette and/or tactile details Natural
wood structure to reflect the forestry around the area Perhaps a nature/animal theme
Evocative of a mini Jamie Bell Adventure Playground (original edition)
Circus or ship
Ship theme/ circus
The top design looks the most interesting. My concern is that metal may be hot on
sunny days.
natural!
Given the park is in the river valley surrounded by trees and nature, I think more natural
would be best
If you build it, the families will come. I don't think the theme is as important as the
playground elements.
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Lots of climbing things - doesn’t matter if wood or metal - and multiple slides. Swings are
also important!
A skate park
I would like the new playground be made primarily of metal, similar to the first
playground shown above. I notice there are no visible swings in the photographs.
Should l assume there will not be swings in the new playground?
Colourful natural theme
My 2 year old son loves the wooden boat playground at Amos Waites park and the high
park castle playground. I would love something similar.
A space for all ages not just focused on children
Circus theme.
Mostly metal play ground. With the ground being safe brought for children to run and fall
on. Sand is ideal, woodchips hurt. Or some sort of pluck ground
The boat and circle theme.
I would like to see one with more natural materials (e.g., like in High Park). Alternatively,
if that isn't feasible then one like at Sir Casimir Gzowski Park with climibing strucutures
and spinning structures (you stand on a disc that can spin and hold onto something
above your head that also spins - very cool!).
More natural, smaller impact on the environment
Circus or ship themed. Or a water park
Either the ship or the circus
Natural materials with rubber mat
Natural materials with a rubber like material for the ground to make it accessible
I like the circus or the playground made of more natural materials
1
I think a pirate theme would be nice. Built with natural materials, as metal structures get
super hot during the summer. I also like the idea of using a rubber like base instead of
sand or woodchips.
Outer Space
Natural, wood/rope, rubber.
Any of the above except the metal ones (too hot in the summer)
The Natural matireals, wood and rope are the best
I would prefer the them with metal and plastic
I really like the first option. I like a mix of climbing and slide structure. The metal climbing
structure (last option) look sterile and not enticing.
Playground made of more natural materials.
boat theme looks fun
the first one
Natural/themed
Nature, natural wood and rope. The playground south of the AGO is great inspiration drawing from the attractions around it. Perhaps some history from the area can be
incorporated into the design.
Number one
Rubber-like ground cover bright colours more climbing structures multiple slides zip
line seating areas for parents
All the ideas above looks nice, I just recommend to be in wood and no metal for better
safety for the kids!! Love the bright colors!!!
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Ship themed playground
I like the circus theme and something more wood based, metal gets too hot. Kids need
stuff to play with, random stick structures are not useful.
This image shows a ship-themed playground. The large playground structure looks like a
boat. The smaller playground items, like the spring-toy shark, fit the theme. This
playground includes structures to climb on, and two slides.
I like the fourth picture's design.
My daughters like the first one best - it looks like there is a lot to play on
The first circus one as selected by my 4 yr old daughter.
Natural materials, nature theme, ideally a theme that incorporates the river that runs
near by.
Natural materials, lots of play structures
Naturalistic and forest theme.
This is an example of a playground made of more natural materials. The climbing and
play structures are made mostly of wood and rope. This playground includes a large
slide and a rope-climb. At this playground, the ground is covered in a coloured, rubberlike material.
#4 natural materials the rubber like material makes for a softer landing when the child
falls down.
definitely the ship or the circus. those are awesome and cheerful. the metal structures
are too cold and uninviting. they are eyesores.
Garden play theme
Circus
The first one with the two areas
The 4th picture with the natural materials like wood and rope would really fit the design
of the houses in the neighborhood. This seems very versatile for toddlers and kids, but
even for teenagers if they want to relive old times. As a teen myself, I'm trying my best to
not grow up too fast, because I think having fun like a kid would be way better than
acting like a mature adult any day!! :)
The first example. Climbing structure on left and playground on right (that picture).
Natural materials
Wood, not metal. And sand, not rubber.
Vehicles
The ship theme
Natural materials. Kids need to climb as well as swing and slide.
Natural materials
Natural theme Lots of climbing options
Metal
I would like to have more climbing elements in the design, like chestnut hills or sunnylea
parks. Also would be wonderful to have a splash pad as the area is in full sun. I would
like the area to be more appropriate for slightly older kids. Also more trees would be
great bc it is extremely sunny there!
Boat playground structure
Natural materials would be great. Love the boat or circus theme - a plane or a farm
theme would be fun too!
First or third
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Design should keep in mind the visual effect that the choices have on local residents
who back on to the park. Also AVOID any equipment that encourages older 'children' to
hang out after hours. This is an increasing problem that the city seems to ignore. Also
orient equipment so that it is aimed away from any residential buildings. Some
equipement is very noisy because of the use of metal parks this is a problem especially
at night. Also suggest signage like you see in Australia and NZ reminding people that
the equipment is for use of CHILDREN less that 12 years of age. Teens are very
intimidating to young children, single parents, and other caregivers. It is a subtle form of
bullying.
The ship or natural
Something for the seniors in the area to use.
Any that are wheelchair accessible
I like the natural looks with rubber. The rubber helps protect the children if they fall and I
feel better letting my children explore.
Natural theme
I like the wooden structures
Pirate ship
Natural materials. Early Childhood research points to children benefiting most from
outdoor play in a more natural environment.
Made up of multiple metal climbing structures and covered with rubber like material.
Ship themed
Any options for water park? Anything that gets younger kids and under 13 years moving
and exercising works for me!
Any design
Wood ship
Natural materials
I most like the design with the climbing structures and playground structure (picture 1).
I prefer the 4th option (the one made of more natural materials - woods and rope). Metal
gets very hot, as can plastic. My big concern with some wood structures is that they can
obstruct our view of our children while playing - an example is the wooden castle
structure at High Park. It is actually frightening for a parent to take their child there on a
busy day, because there is so much wood (and not much space between) it’s hard to
see your child and quite easy to lose them (which I have temporarily done, causing a few
minutes of panic!, and as such have stopped using that facility). I have heard that there
have been a few attempted child abductions from there and I’m not surprised....it would
be easy to do. So in my opinion, the ideal structure would be made out of wood, rope
and some plastic, with lots of space within the structure to allow for parent visibility. It
would also be appropriate for all ages. Our community has a lot of very young children
and some older ones too, and it would be ideal that the structures are accessible to all.
The more natural looking play grounds using wood and ropes as well as adding a theme
would be very nice. Given that there are trees surrounding the are and water a forest
theme with forest animals could be a nice theme. Having rubber in the ground is also a
nice idea.
Natural materials
Circus
First image with metal climbing structures & playground equipment
The circus theme looks interesting and may appeal to many age groups.
Kids and family area separated from the adult and singles area
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I don’t have small kids but I’m a dog dog owner that lives in the area and just like many
other dog owners we need dog off-leash enclosed area
Any with Wood/rope soft materials
We like the playground at Fairfield park and go there often for the playground structure
there even though we live within walking distance from Tom Riley. There's an structure
for smaller kids and one for bigger kids. It would be nice to have climbing structures for
smaller kids.
Playground made of more natural materials, themed version would be nice. Avoid sand.
Natural materials or circus theme. I find the parks with metal materials get too hot in the
summer months.
Natural materials
Prehistoric times, as in early humans, mammals, fish and reptiles, caves, glaciers and
other ice/snow elements
A big swing that that is tall and fun for teen boys to use. No wood chips like Michael
power place. Awful when wet. Maybe the blue rubber like snug harbour area park.
ship-themed playground
A playground made out of natural materials such as wood and rope with some metal
parts such as slide and swings.
Something along the lines of an Outdoor Adventurers' theme. This playground has the
rare benefit of being located in a very nature-rich environment (creek, ravine, hills,
trees). The proximity to such vibrant green spaces provides a unique and wonderful
opportunity to build a playground that encourages a play experience around the
concepts of curiosity, emersion in nature, and environmental awareness/appreciation. As
kids, we spent just as much time setting up picnics/forts among the nearby trees as we
did on the actual play structures. However, the theme must have a universal appeal as
this park is visited by residents of many diverse cultural backgrounds (for example, using
nature, plant or animal imagery). An innovative design I've seen in Toronto is the St.
James Park Food Market Themed Playground. For instance, the way it features 'giant'
asparagus and carrot structures helps promote childhood brain development (playing
with the idea of size, scale and allowing one to be'immersed' by nature) and also helps
kids build a positive association with healthy food. With the right design, the playground
could become an Etobicoke treasure (for residents both nearby and farther, considering
that this is one of the few playgrounds with parking lots nearby).
Large playground structure with slides and climbing features a clubhouse type structure
where little ones can play store. Animal themes are good.
Natural design, soft ground
I prefer the example of a playground made of more natural materials.
Natural materials
Natural materials trains - we have the subway and freight trains passing by
Of these 5 samples I like the circus theme best, with the one made of natural materials
next. My main concern, however, is not a theme but that it not be geared exclusively to
very young children and include a variety of activities and sizes of equipment to
challenge kids up to age 12. My grandchildren are 5, 9, 10 and 12 and they find Tom
Riley Park bo-o-o-o-ring! As an alternative they often end up playing near the creek - not
a safe or ecologically good choice.
Love the circus theme. It seems like the rubber bottom would be the safest for the kids
when they fall.
Illumination
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Natural materials
3rd and 4th from above
Wood and rope, more natural elements (dislike metal ones)... Example of the nice
playground - Jaycee Park in Mississauga
Natural materials with rubberized pad
The natural looking play surface is much preferred to the artificial rubber mat. The circus
themed playground looks great
circus or natural material
Love the wooden structures with a park theme. A mix of climbing and play structures like
in the first photo is awesome. Could you do that with wood?
I would like it to have a similar theme to the first playground shown with a combination of
metal and natural materials.
natural - made of wood and rope
In keeping with the parks history a train and railway theme. Tom Riley was Torontos first
parks commissioner. He built a miniature railway that went thru the park.
a playground made of more natural materials. The climbing and play structures are
made mostly of wood and rope. This playground includes a large slide and a rope-climb.
Similar to the first image would be great.
Natural materials and no real theme. They become aged. Nothing that can heat up in
hot weather. Something organic or fits in with the nature surroundings.
Dinosaur Theme? Train Theme? (you can see the Go Trains, Freight Trains, and hear
the Subways from the park)
Natural elements and colours
Aesthetic cool, warm, friendly playground.
Cirus theme or the more natural theme
They’re all lovely. I don’t have a preference.
Climbing structures are great
This is an example of a playground made of more natural materials.
The first design
We like the wood and rope structure with lots of climbing, slides and swings, and the
rubber like material on the ground.
As the park is located in a ravine setting with a relatively dense canopy, it would be nice
to have a park that is made of mostly natural materials. I realize there is a plan to use
the rubber-like material mentioned above but using that alone will create a jarring
aesthetic, not in keeping with the park surroundings. A combination of a natural material
like wood-chips and the rubber-like material could work well together as in the first
example. I don't think a 'theme' is necessary to create a good park and would rather
have a good play area that kids of all ages can enjoy than a 'cool theme' that only a
small percentage of kids will enjoy or one that loses it's appeal after a few visits, as in
the Pirate Ship themed park that my young children have enjoyed during one summer
and now, age 3 and 5 have already outgrown and lost interest in.
The large metal playground with playing/ climbing structures
Natural structures
sea
Playground made of more natural materials ie second last image
The large playground made mostly using metal or the playground made of more natural
materials. I would also like to suggest an installation of some outdoor gym features for
adults such as a pullup bar, dip bar, and some tiered bars for pushups and reverse rows.
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Not theme specific
Two fun themes would be animals or a castle.
mostly metal - 1st picture
It would also be nice to have a water feature there. There are many children who use
that part from the surrounding condominiums and apartments and it would be wonderful
to see them enjoying a lovely splash pad and water feature similar to the one that
Brampton has at Dixie and Sandalwood Parkway. Even though we are seniors it’s
enjoyable to see the children having so much fun.
The first option with the metal. The others are also great except for the last one. Looks
cold and not welcoming.
I like the kids to have a variety.. the bigger this can be expanded the better.
Definitely wood please. And include versatile features that can challenge old and young
alike - ninja type fitness options. Also, consider some parcours (european style) fitness
features for adults + teens to enjoy
Off leash dog park.
Favourites are the ship and circus themed playgrounds
everything but the last one. metal in the sun is very painful, hard on the eyes, hot to the
touch
Ship and nature materials themes are best.
Off leash Dog play area
Combination of metal and wood. Structures should have climbing structures as well as
slides. Ensure you cater to all age groups
The more natural design.
Any one that is considerate of taxpayers paying for this...yet while entertaining children.
NOT spending huge amounts. We are all cutting back because of covid. Let's be
resourceful.
Rubber material and climbing wall
Variety.
I like both the circus and ship themes. Both are good.
I love the circus theme! All these pictures look great and any would be a huge
improvement.
Natural non toxic materials
Indigenous theme
Similar to the natural material theme.
Similar to the ship-themed playground
Circus theme
forest adventure theme
Kids do not care wether or not the park has a theme. They just want to climb and jump
and swing and slide. If it is in a circuit, so much the better.
Not sure
Design Theme: Animals with multiple metal climbing structures, big and small slides and
mazes.
Natural materials As colourful as possible Thematic to inspire the imagination of adults
there (the kids will do just fine!)
A colourful theme would be nice, not metal.
Natural materials
A ship design, natural materials
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Structure made with more natural material - wood, robe and slide

What are the playground elements you most want to see in the new Tom Riley Park
Playground?
Respondents could Choose up to five. "Other" suggestions are listed below








































Outdoor fitness equipment
Climbing/bouldering walls
SHADE!
Maybe a theme like a pirate ship or something. Splash pad too.
Splash pad
Interactive stations and balance beams
Places for adults to sit, and places for picnics. Ideally under trees for shade.
Splash pad
Rock climbing
sprinklers
Splash pad with rubber flooring
circular drum a splash with proper drain
Calisthenics/workout area for older kids/adults
Treehouse
Swings, formal IASR compliant benches and informal log seating should be mandatory
and not 'an option'. Organize a tree planting day on a weekend for community. I'll come
and bring friends.
Colors
Play areas for kids of all ages (especially toddlers). I find most parks geared for the
older children. A great example of good park design is the High Park splash pad (albeit
not a playground), but it has areas of interest for big kids and little ones too. I’d like for
this park to be inclusive to children of all ages. With rubber flooring.
zip line, dog park
Splash pad
Other large climbing structures ex. Dinosaurs
Rock climbing wall, a stage in front of seats
Splash pad
Sandbox
Really like the wood structures. Also shade if possible
Water park
basketball net and court
Musical wind chimes or large tic tac to or other games
Splash pad
Splash pad
Splash pad
Skate park
Rubber material for the ground
Splash and sand area
And splash pad with change rooms
Need more shade, especially if not getting splash pad, kids get too hot
Trees that are able to be climbed once they mature.
Splash pad
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how about some equipment for adults given the area is surrounded by condos.
Wheel chair accessible features
all of the pictures are amazing
Water elements
A structure for shade!!!
Off Leash dog park
Dogs off-leash enclosed area please
Accessible equipment such as a swing for wheelchairs
The largest swing you can make
splashpad
Other, please explain
Equipment suitable for toddlers and older kids
Splash pad / water play good shade from sun
PET AREA - DOG OFF LEASH FENCED AREA
splash pad for the long hot summers, and plenty of shade (trees are nice but will take
time to mature.)
splash pad
fenced leash free area for dogs
Adult gym equipment
I've never been to the park
Water splash area or pool
There are many adults in the area as well as kids.
golf cages
Off leash dog area
Off leash dog park.
Outdoor workout equipment
Lower play structures for kids with physical disabilities
spider web for climbing splash pad omnispin spinner
Splash pad
Splash pad
spinning bowl / giant colander

How can the Tom Riley Park Playground become more welcoming for all users?












Equipment for all ages, including adult exercise equipment, a track for bikes, a gathering
area for teens, splash pad or wading pool would be awesome.
Have lower to the ground imagination inspiring play elements that can be accessed by
younger children and people with accessibility issues.
Is ok like this
More of it More equipment of many types
* Optimize seating for various ages (elderly vs parent feeding child, or family picnic ) *
Ideally shade vs sun options * not stark metal like the last photo or the current old school
red slide
I’d like to see trees as well. An attractive park.
Accessibility path, shade from trees
More seating and picnic tables and lots of play structures
Benches, pucnic tables, shade
Enter drainage
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Seating, accessible
More benches and more trees for shade around the actual playground.
more items for older children and adults - outdoor ping pong tables, chess, areas for field
sports
More seating and picnic space for families to linger
I don’t know
By being less depressing to look at. I don't even want my kids near it. Looks like my kids
would get seriously hurt from it.
Clear sight lines, good signage saying no dogs at playground and regular foot patrol of
police and by law officers.
A mixture of areas for toddlers and older children as well as more seating for parents
Better landscaping
Structures for toddlers and bigger kids. Lora Hill is a great example of this. More shade.
Accessible to all. Good variety of activities. Differ t than other nearby parks.
Bright lights..art....murals...
Shade, washroom facilities, sandbox and splash pad. Skate park? My favorite park is
this one
https://www.google.ca/amp/s/unlockingthegate.wordpress.com/2013/07/23/kates-placefor-everyone-an-accessible-playground/amp/ It is accessible to those with disabilities,
has a outdoor gym for adults to work out.
Make nice sand box and slides
Good sightlines from the sidewalk for safety,
The structures today are so limited and only interesting for a few minutes. A challenging
climbing structure could broaden appeal to older kids. Would like to see an engaging
theme to promote imaginative play.
Lighting
More seating areas and larger play area
Include paths that lead to equipment. Add seating. Make it colourful.
Shady areas within play structure
Ensuring a variety of play structures for older and younger children. Accessibility should
also be focused on (ie. accessible swing). A plaque/info board acknowledging the
Indigenous history of the area.
Seating
putting more green area
Make it better organized. Included more seating and better lighting. Make the access
points more accessible
Picnic area, structures for crawlers/ young toddlers
Accessible swing
-More diverse structures that appeal to both small and older children -accessible -land
acknowledgement (re: aboriginal land heritage)
I think the park is already welcoming for all users.
It also needs more lights at night and evening. Sometimes we use the park as a shortcut
to Montgomery swimming pool and it's dark and scary
There is not a splash pad nearby and it would be a great addition to the park, especially
as the summers have been so hot recently. The creek is such a wonderful feature of the
park, so it would be nice to have more safe, seating areas around the water, if that’s
feasible.
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More activities
Structures for varying ages...currently only small children play there...sometimes older
kids go on the swings.
More seating facing the playground and shaded areas.
Keep the baby swings and bigger swings close together. Families have a mix of younger
and older children, and we currently can’t be at both swing areas at the same time
because they are too far apart.
Signs across the path to direct people to know there is a path
Picnic tables that are covered, no metal, sensory friendly options (those turn x,o games
etc for younger children). Climbing opportunities for more energetic kids, something
wheelchair accessible so every child is included
Ensure the park is clean and free of litter.
It needs to have more play stations to keep the kids interested and entertained running
around (to promote physical exercise)
Capture elements for each generation
Places to sit, a better mix of age appropriate options
Splash pad Dog off leash play area
If part of the play structure uses ramps, as opposed to stairs, multiple access points onto
a structure, suitable to different ages and abilities and a greater use of seating,
especially under shade trees, for which there are next to none in the playground area,
only along the very edge of the field.
A community garden and more trees for shade would compliment the natural setting of
the park so close to the creek. I hope it is a 'natural' structure and foundation that does
not make the creek less healthy.
more shade should be provided around play structures
Have different swings for different age groups.
More seating areas
Less garbage around
More trees
cleaner... well mantain... Splash
Renovating it, adding more seating, splash pad and a large play structure
More shade.
This beautiful park really needs a bigger playground for kids, more seatings for adults.
And also it would be fine to have a restrooms in there
An update and more structures, a sandbox, seating, more trees, and structures for all
ages
Having play structures that work for a large age range of children or have that have
separate elements for young children and toddlers
Accessible swing
Different zone for sport games, for kids, for pets.
Better lighting (it's a bit dark), more color, more benches/picnic tables, especially with
shade umbrellas for hot days, water fountain/splash pad.
Have options for young kids to older kids to teenagers to adults. Good safe lighting for
the evenings and off hours since it is isolated from populated streets.
The play area could have trees around it to provide shade to children that are playing,
like Donnybrook Park has.
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It should have some more picnic table and BBQ spot. Meanwhile it’s surrounded by
condos and apartment buildings, there are not much space for people there to enjoy
BBQ in the summer. Thefefore, if Tom Riley park install BBQ grills, it will be more people
come.
More seating and picnic tables for adults to easily watch kids play in a safe distance.
Separate structures for younger children and older children, also for safety reasons
Free play parks are also more accessible for differently abled children.
More shade. Easy to read signs.
Increased amounts of areas for all ages. More seating and athletic style area for older
kids
More “bigger kid” (age 10+) elements on the play ground
A lot of people love the access to the river. But it is frequently covered in broken class
and a bit of a homeless camp at the moment.
It is already.
Better equipment will definitely make it more welcoming
don't make it so welcoming that the high school kids mob it as a hang out making it
inaccessible to kids and caregivers. Include accessible routes, add some exercise
pieces off to the side (and along trail?) Park sees steady use throughout day.
Spend money actually maintaining the park instead of appeasing old people with a
useless $70,000 staircase when there is a ramp 100 feet away.
Cutting back some of the greenery so that paths are more accessible. Maintenance to
ensure that it is a safe park. More seating area, picnic benches for parents. Larger
surface area covered so that more patrons can use it at once.
It would be more welcoming if there was more water in the ship theme.
More options for multiple ages!
make it bigger
more shade, it gets a lot of sun in summer
Options for kids of all ages - larger playground and updated structures.
Make the park more Inclusive to children of all ages. Have playground structures that
are multi- aged appropriate. Also, include a splash pad like the High Park splash pad
(which again, caters to children of all ages). Lastly, the paved path that leads to the park
from the Bloor entrance should be enlarged to welcome families to take the path to the
park.
Give the kids more to do by adding a lot of play options including monkey bars, climbing
walls, rope bridge, zip line etc. Put lots of seating all around the play area, put picnic
tables in the shade a short distance from the play area. Add more trees too.
It needs to be more visible from the road or have signage for the playground.
Beautiful landscaping for everyone to enjoy, all ages, incorporating multiple seating
options and shaded spaces for sun coverage.
Add accessible seating and shading
Having a water fountain and a splash area Lights, for nocturnal walking Multyplay
equipment
Including seating around the play structures would be welcoming. Having leveled areas
for various age groups in the play structures would also encourage users. Perhaps
including a sand box area - covered to protect a bit and to have an area out of the sun.
Better playground
Improving the soccer field
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User friendly for all ages. This park location attracts residents and workers from the
nearby offices. Good seating and/or picnic tables would help. Kids would enjoy climbing
structures.
More variety for longer play sessions
Seating options, mix of structures for little and older kids West Dean park is a good
option to follow
Include space for gardens near the playground and more park benches to sit.
There has to be more things for kids to do
More seating, my parents, (my children’s grandparents) live on a Aberfoyle right behind
the park so we frequent it a lot. However, there are not a lot of areas for them to sit to
watch the children play. And seating isn’t close to the play structures.
put benches there please and garbage bins near
Seating for caregivers to relax and socialize while supervising the children, particularly
with shade. A toddler structure and a more challenging structure for school age children.
It needs a better pathway to allow people and strollers to access the playground. Also a
proper seating area surrounding the playground for parents.
There need to be more benches and seating for visiting And more activity things
Having lots of open space and trees is wonderful
A shaded family picnic area would allow for longer use. A play and linch outside.
Upgraded structure. Otherwise it's a wonderful park to go and relax and find calm in the
city.
Washrooms, fountains and a splash pad
Picnic areas
Shade, places to sit. Proper garbage and recycling area. Access for all body types.
Separated playground structures for different age groups.
Regular cleaning of garbage bins.
A welcome mat, a welcome arch, a screen that says welcome
Accessible for children with assistive devices
Add more picnic tables or benches, flower bed, walking path.
More seating for patrons.
More picnic tables
Washrooms
Rubber ground, Small structures that don't require small kids to climb up high, various
slide lengths.
It is the perfect location and safe for kids to play, so we are very excited about the
changes!
More Seating areas- benches or picnics tables. Shaded areas as well. Separate path for
cyclists from walkers.
Increase the amount of seating as there is only one picnic table near the play area. Pet
walking and hygiene guidelines.
More shaded areas and options for different aged children
More things to do for all ages
It would be nice to have the playground with equipment for both small and bigger kids.
Whats there's now isn't much, so hopefully the redesign will keep all kids in mind
have a nice trail going around the park and lot of shaded areas with picnic tables.
Splashpads, washrooms, and water fountains are always loved too.
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New design with more features will attract the users. We come to this park every day
and love it a lot, but renovation would be so great, it is enough to attract users.
By making it family friendly, fun for everyone
A water feature to cool off in on hot summer days
Play options for those with disabilities
It feels far away and disconnected from the path. While presumably you don't want the
playground right next to the path, bringing it closer or using elements that make the
pathway feel like part of the playground might invite more people to stop and play. There
are always lots of families out there. Picnic tables and space to spread out your blanket
would also be lovely.
not relevant
Signage, plenty of garbage bins, wild flowers ans natural plants around the perimeters.
A paved path that leads from the walking path to the benches/park area! That way,
people in wheelchairs or with canes can walk towards the seating areas and play areas
more safely!
updated
benches along the path for older people to rest
Pathway up to the playground
splash pad
make it friendly for families, seniors and pets
Maybe some messages to welcome people, in different languages too? Or a
painting/mural somewhere of kids of different cultural backgrounds so they see
themselves reflected in a visual.
Remain as natural as it can with plenty of open space left for families to congregate
More equipment and rubber so strollers / wheelchairs don’t need to push through thick
grass
Brighter
Include areas for adults to move too i.e., adult playground and/or teen playground
BATHROOMS
More paths to side of creek, with more picnic tables and other seating alongside the
creek
A fence around the playground would be nice to stop any intrusions from dogs and
would make it easier to watch the children.
Ensure the inclusion of equipment that is accessible for children with disabilities.
More colourful and variety of equipment for different ages
Design it with an architect or urban planner, contract the work out to a non unionized
developer
Shaded picnic areas, skate park, dog park
By asking more bench’s and seating areas for adults and more play space for children
will allow more pwooow to come and feel welcome and stay for a little. Now when
parents bring their children they don’t stay long because there is no where for them to sit
and watch their children
More inviting play structures for the kids and seating/picnic tables for other folks so it can
be for mixed age usage. One of the benefits of living in a mature neighbourhood is that
we have people of all ages that want to use and be welcomed to the park.
A general facelift, the current structures are old and uninviting
Something to do for all age groups
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Inclusion of playground equipment for disabled children. (Ie special swings and areas
where wheelchairs could fit)
Better seating for parents Sun and shade options
Rubber material for the ground
Less stairs
Rubber base instead of sand base
Add structure for exercising and a splash pad with change rooms. To make the park
welcome add lots of colours
Mark a bike lane on the main path.
More seating so you can make a whole afternoon out of the outing (have a snack and a
spot to relax in addition to playing in playground).
A dog park that incorporates the river! So many ppl take their dogs off leash there
already anyway.
Benches/seating under cover/shade - gets very hot during day. More
stroller/bike/scooter accessible to different parts of playground.
With more trees bushes/shrubs and seating areas, a nice big round pergola would be
nice too
?
More seating.
Have equipment that is more open ended. Centennial Park (on the west side of the
Exhibition grounds) is a wonderful example of having equipment that is interesting for
many age groups.
Have several areas that are age-appropriate
Benches in the shade
If the park would have a good playground and benches or seats
More accessible to people of all abilities, more welcoming to all members of the
community.
Have a variety of play structures for multiple ages
More seating, more natural attractions.
Accessible swing for young wheelchair users
Keep rift raft out no drugs of any kind . I don't want my or any other child exposed to bad
behavior and not feel safe
there should be more seating areas so that parents, seniors and friends can socialize
and rest. there should be a picnic area. there should be taller slides to encourage older
kids to play instead of get into trouble.
Toilets with running water. Shaded seating areas. Zones for different children’s ages.
More seating. Better maintenance.
Please dont make it too childish, as I (a teen) would love to go to the park with my
friends and go on the swings and slides! But also dont make it too mature. Make it bright
and happy colours, but not with a childish design.
Shade from trees a few benches for seats variety of play types and areas.
Good lighting and trees that allow for natural shade throughout the day.
Water fountain. Washrooms
Lots of seating including some shade and a small splash pad would be great
More accessible
More seating, splash pad, more shade/trees
Add more trees. It is pretty hot during summer.
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More seating areas, walking paths, fitness stations, covered seating areas, night lighting
N/A
See comments re signage, that should include park etiquette. Sad but true people need
to be reminded it is a shared space, public property and they need to be mindful.
Identifying the entrances from Montgomery road more clearly
Wheelchair and disability accessible play structures, lots of ramps
Include swings for different abilities, smaller slides (and structures) for younger children
and larger ones for older children, seating for parents/caregivers to safely keep an eye
on children, tables that can be easily sanitized so people can have a snack at the park
instead of sitting on the ground or leaving
Seating
Whelchair accessible
Accessible equipment. Accessible access.
Splash pad,more picnic tables and slides.
Seating
Think of people of all ages and get them moving and/or enjoying the outdoors as they
wish (with a book, picnic etc)
Better signage
Better climbing and play structures
More shade!!! More seating More equipment that is fun for kids of all ages PLUS is built
in a way that does not obscure parental viewing of their child (ie. is somewhat “airy”)
By including a off leash dog park for pet owners.
Clean up underpasses
More activities for diff-abled children
Keep it well maintained.
Different structures for different age groups & more seating
It is quite barren looking right now and is not often used, bright colours and a variety of
structures would attract more use.
Have something or an activity for everyone.
We would love to welcome a dog off-leash enclosed area
Find a way to slow down the cyclists
clearing of bushes so more open and safe
Adding in water fountain, regular sanitation of structures
Putting in a water fountain for thirsty guests, signs with pictures and text to
accommodate all individuals.
Universal design, AODA compliance
To be welcoming to all.. keep it very nature and natural themed. Nature welcomes all of
us and does not discriminate. No murals. No bright trendy colours that seem lame 3
years down the road. Keep it timeless and natural please.
Adding more seating, benches and picnic tables
The park can be more welcoming by having picnic or seating area for families to enjoy,
as well as, some equipment for children with special needs to enjoy.
Replacing the sand with a safer, firmer surface (as mentioned above). This playground is
visited by kids of all ages so ensuring that there are designated play spaces for
toddlers/preschool versus older kids is very important for everyone's enjoyment and
safety. Shared play spaces can be included, but kids/caregivers should have the option
of less intensive play zones should they choose.
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Perhaps some equipment that can be used with wheelchairs.
Something that is accessible for little ones but also fun for bigger kids create lots of
shade from the sun
More spaced out seating
I believe that having a fully natural wooden / rope play 'fort' that multiple kids can be on
at the same time would make it a much more interactive space for the kids. Also on the
other side of things, having some pullup bars and parallel bars for workouts, would be an
awesome addition for the many people already running though the park daily.
ADD A DOG OFF LEASH AREA
More sitting areas and benches
As a parent and grandparent I so appreciate benches (shaded!) where one can safely
watch the kids from a distance. Picnic tables are nice but not essential - seating is.
Swings are always popular and should feature different sizes, including one for
physically challenged children. What would be fabulous is a cement circle all around the
perimetre of the play area, for junior bikes, skateboards and such, leaving the regular
walkways for older kids and adults on wheels.
Features to enhance safety: - better lighting in the evening - some kind of emergency
button - video cameras installed - hand washing station
Gardens around, wide rider way
fenced leash free area for dogs
Cleaning garbage and bins should be more timely
There should be areas for parents to feel comfortable while children play. More seating,
picnic tables, handwashing station, more flowers and manicured gardens, fountains,
more garbage bins (with pedals), frequent maintenance, bike and rollerskate path
Preserve the nearby soccer field. Soccer players like to frequent swings, climbing
structures etc.
More seating
- more trees - more seating + variety - pockets of interests/ activities, perhaps even for
adults (outdoor fitness equipment)
I have no doubt that the playground will be great once redone, however, to ensure that
kids spend lots of time there with their parents, more seating, picnic tables AND adult
gym equipment is essential for parents.
I think it should be closed until Covid is resolved.
more asthetically pleasing more structures more seating
improved lighting
clear snow and ice from stairs and paths in the winter so it can be used year round. They
do this at North York Parks and its great. If nice murals were painted under the 2
bridges ( TTC & CN) there would be far less vulgar graffiti.
Shade, with trees or some type of coverage/ canopy
Make sure walkways allow for width for walkers and bikes. Limit picnic as regrettably
people can be careless about cleaning up after themselves.
A path to the playground
forest and river
Easy access pathway, more RRR(reduce, reuse, recycle) policy
Add community pool
Make the playground accessible. Wheel chair friendly swings and solid footing. Also
ASD friendly- not everyone who will use the playground will be children, some adults
have the cognition of a child.
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More seating in the shade
calisthenics-parks.com Make it an all-ages park
Better cleanup of Mimico Creek (more volunteer cleanup campaigns?) Greater efforts to
pick up garbage. Better weed control Improved landscaping - (volunteer gardeners?
Garden plots assigned to named volunteers?))
More seating around the playground itself for parents to watch the kids. Having two
separate structures one for little kids and one for 5-12 year olds would be great so they
can have their own areas and not have to bump into little kids.
The playground needs to have a range of structures/activities that younger and older
children can use.
Enforcement of off-leash dog problem.
Waterplay area. Lots of shade and seating. Drinking fountain and washrooms.
A bit of sinage
For Autistic kids Sensory Friendly Garden
Addition of outdoor covered area could also be a nice addition
More benches , trees. Shaded areas.
Incorporating different structures or zones for younger and old children would be
welcoming as well as seating with trees providing shaded areas to keep a watchful eye
on children.
By providing more seating and resting areas shaded seating and resting areas and it
would be lovely to have display boards put up along the way for local artwork and
reflective of the community similar to what is in Islington Village
Seating, lighting and better/more pathways for bike riding/strollers.
Bigger playground for the kids, splash pad and more lighting surrounding
Definitely use natural materials Think of appealing to the teens in the area with the park
features
have an off leash dog park.
Off leash dog park and gym equipment can get the adults involved too! :)
Wider ramps or a lower play structures for kids with physical disabilities!!
It's actually quite nice
make it bright and colorful. Have a board with the different playground features.
Include exercise bars/ section
You planted many trees 2 or 3 yrs ago that are all dead now. No one maintained them!!!
WHY? They were located at the bridge that joined the ice skating arena. This is what the
city does.. build...and spend money yet does not maintain what it does.
Better lighting and safety
Anything would be an improvement!!
The better playground will help, but also more seating and shaded areas.
Include wheel chair accessible activities
More seating
Splash pad, more activities to play on
More seating
Install a well-maintained washroom and ensure regular equipment disinfectant and
cleaning during the pandemic
Some permanent games such as chess boards and ping pong tables are fun for all
ages!
With more seats for adults and more playground elements for children.
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Focus on nature and creating a natural landscape for guardians there too
Making more picnic area and seating.
Bright Colour Theme

Do you have any other comments or suggestions?
































Lighting would be nice to help the “scary” feeling.
I’m very happy that you are upgrading the park!
I like it, keep it simple
This is very exciting! There aren’t enough playgrounds around like in the suburbs. We
need more splash pads too!
No
Thank you for revamping it
I enjoy the playground and I am confident that whatever changes are made will be done
with the betterment of the community in mind.
Pirate theme, truck theme, dinosaur themed? Use mulch instead or sand. Plastic or
wood instead of hot hot metal.
Enclosed dog area
Safety is key for this area considering the surrounding buildings and high school.
Super excited for this to be upgraded!
Playdate theme. MAMAS & Minis hosted so many playdates there
Maybe a summer cinema or a stage?
This park is important to the community. There are many apartments nearby and I would
encourage the design to incorporate physically challenging components for many ages,
including possible teen/adult workouts.
We are very excited for this project. Tom Riley is a great park and I think this new
playgroud will be enjoyed by many.
Thank you for redesigning!
Gardens throughout would bring more butterflies and beauty to the park
If there is a way to connect either both, or south paths it would be wonderful to create
extended bike trails.
-please make sure to integrate the latest injury prevention technology - ie energy
absorbing rubber, wood chips, etc
It's a family favorite and having play structures for older kids that encourage exercise will
be great. Right now there isn't much to do for kids 6-10 for example.
youth and teenagers are often ignored. please consider creating a safe, but
unsupervised space for them.
Thank you to city staff for undertaking this work and involving us in the design decision
making.
No
Options for both young toddlers and older kids but not too far apart that 1 parent can’t
keep an eye on both.
Make it usable all year around, not just warm months. Think areas for tobogganing,
skating, places for snow forts. Would really like a splash pad as there are no other parks
nearby with one
Nature themed given the surroundings
I hope you are able to incorporate some flat play areas for children in wheelchairs.
Lots of possibilities and I hope it captures the possibilities for all ages to use
Water park or splash pad. Dog off leash play area.
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As part of a multi-use park by multi-generational and multi-ethnic people, it is an exciting
prospect to finally address the interests of the youngest members of society along with
those of their care-givers. Please give good thought to WHO lives in the near vicinity,
including all of the nearby residents of the condos and apartments.
While mostly used as a route to the path along the creek, more shade, seating and
natural features would appeal to the crowds that already use the beach, path and water
park to the near south.
A very long slide would be great, and please keep some sand there.
Lots of kids come here for cycling. Parents and kids alike. It will be great if cycling is also
kept in mind
A splash pad would be incredible! There is so much direct sunlight all day.
Work out equipment
Lighting for security in the evenings would be good. Also maybe a space for a mural or
art
It is a shame there cant be a water element added. It is such a large space and there is
very limited splash pads within walking distance of the neighbourhood.
No
Definitely add a big sandbox with shade, little kids love that. It's a lifesaver for parents.
Also add some tire swings or similar.
I live about a five minute walk from Tom Riley Park. We often go through the park for
walks but rarely use the playground equipment. It always looks so sad. My son prefers
to go to Donnybrook Park but it’s farther from our house.
I hope the make over of this park is giving kids more space to play and share! Thank
you!
Install lights inside the park. It will much much safer.
Treehouse theme
Thank you for updating it!
A water park it will be nice to.
exercise equipment along trail. Lots of folks use this park for fitness. This would
amplify that experience. So many seniors in vicinity would benefit - and care givers if
you put a station by the playground (even the PP-LT rails at three heights - $1200/set,
so cheap - kids can spin, adults can do chin ups- add a parallel set for more options.
Consider a creek-duck-bridge theme
None
To have something that if you press a button on that thing, it will tell you ten jokes!
a larger play area with more features
a lot of people with young children in the area aren't currently using the playground as it
is very limited for what children can do
Include a splash pad and lots of paved path/areas (perhaps a looped path) where
families can bring their children to ride their scooters and bikes (especially because
there are NO sidewalks in the Sunnylea and Kingsway neighbourhoods).
You can combine natural materials with metal and plastic. Make it big, make it count.
You have one chance to make it a place where people can bring their kids and play
longer than 15 minutes. Think of the big play structure at high park except make it better
in terms of being able to see your kids when you’re on the ground so you can watch
them comfortably and not worry about where they are.
A splash pad.
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I think incorporating a paved area surrounding/weaving around the playground is a nice
space for children to ride their bike or a space for them to scoot while families are
watching other children at the playground.
Water play would be great
Should have creative elements (toys) for different age groups.
It has been a wonderful area and park to visit since I was a kid and now I enjoy bringing
my daughter there. Since it is near the water, maybe elements of nature, such as water,
ducks, trees could be included in the design?! Also the bridges are a hit for kids, so
perhaps some type of bridge feature in the structure, if possible.
A climbing wall would great!
Metal is a great material, but gets hot. Need to consider the trees and how shaded
proposed playground areas are right now.
Would love to have splash pad or water fountain
Splash pad
I love that it is being redone! Hopefully soon! Please consider young children and older
children when choosing equipment.
Please consider public washrooms, water fountains for pets and people, and more picnic
tables. Please keep some sand elements for sensory play.
A shaded seating area! Definitely no more sand unless it’s in an actual sandbox.
Its a great playground The creek is a favorite spot the park is great as is
N/A
Needs a splash pad
The park in general is very scary. We have found needles and crack pipes regularly. It's
a beautiful spot but the late night visitors leave garbage and dangerous items behind.
Police patrol on the regular would be appreciated. To combat this... perhaps the
playground could have some kind of enclosure like a fence or hedge around it?
How about a splash pad?
Add splash pad.
Is in an excellent location and would be very well-used. More playground things for kids
9-12 would be especially appreciated. Thank you!
Smart playgrounds with interactive activities
More trees to provide shade.
Adding a splash pad
Maybe add some more trees? I couldn’t pick that since it didn’t let me. I don’t know I
think it would make it better with the other stuff too. And like I said, a bbq, washroom and
water fountain.
It’s no ones favourite park. It’s more for convenience
Please keep the park as natural as possible. No rubber flooring, don't tear down more
trees, and make sure the wildlife in the area stays protected.
it would be great to have a bench swing and/or a wheelchair swing for those unable to
use a standard swing. That way everyone can have something to do at the park. Also
painted games on the playground flooring would be good, like hopscotch.
lots of garbage and recycling bins so people don't leave trash lying around. also a
butterfly garden and birdhouses with educational species plaques would be nice so kids
can learn about conservation
Yes. When we lived in Ljubljana, Slovenia. One of our favorite parks was ‘Severni mestni
park Navje‘, if you could have a look of that design that would give an idea what design
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of ‘Ship-like’ or ‘boat-like’ playground I imagine when I think about new Tom Riley Park
playground. Thank you!
Remembering the past 20 years that park hasn’t changed. You don’t see children under
10 at the playground. We need to make it fun for everyone.
You have to walk to get to the park. Good lighting on the path & playground and snow
clearing in winter will make it far more likely that children will use it year round.
Make it nice for walking running.
Just a big 'Thank you' for proceeding with this project.
Please use natural materials!!! Metal and plastic get too hot in the sun when the kids are
most eager to play!
naturalised planting of native plants for visual and enviromental impact
shaded play space
I like the idea of adding a water fountain/ bottle filling station if possible! Another
suggestion is to put up a sign to remind people to throw out their garbage. Also- I really
like the instruments that children can play- for example, the ones at Jeff Healy park they
have excellent variety. It sounds very pretty and relaxing when people experiment with
them, not loud and annoying. The first time there my husband asked if a yoga class was
taking place! If you do a swing, please add the flat round ones that are great for all kids!!
Splash pad would have been nice
Excited for the updates to the park
The space has such incredible potential, and I am thrilled to hear the city is looking to
create an updated playground.
BATHROOMS
The trees around the park are wonderful so please keep the natural theme of the park in
the playground
Thank you for updating this playground! My son adores Tom Riley for all the nature you
can see within walking distance from our house. (He also loves to wave at the subway
trains). The playground however has never held his attention for long. More climbing
structure for younger ages would be much appreciated.
Shade canopy, tire swing, accessibility swing
Just allow the place to be inviting formal people. There is a large area of ground that can
be transformed into something amazing for children and adults
I prefer the wood chips instead of the rubberized material underfoot
Shade is always helpful at a playground for the wee ones (...and everyone!).
Splash pad
One more idea is make a field and a bright and colourful Skate park
A pavilion for picnics.
Make it a multi generational space. I think more seating would help that.
A proper sand box would help. Would have loved a splash pad and something to fill our
water bottle like in high park. Daughter also likes play structures and swings, but can
only choose up to 5. Have a 1.5 yr and 6.5 year.
No
Splashes
Please keep the ducks! I love the nature of the park!
No
There used to be a lot more open green space which has now been allowed to grow in
(grass allowed to grow high). It would be nice if more green space (large open space for
sports and games) was restored by mowing the lawn.
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you could make a stage that could be used for local theatre and dance groups to use for
performances.
We would love to see basketball courts as there aren’t any nearby!
Great location with lots of potential.
I know that we're only allowed to pick 5 things, but please try to add as many things on
that list as you can within your budget. Thank you!
Access to parking Seating areas Picnic tables
I wish there is a fence to prevent smaller kids from wandering towards the path and hit
by bicycles or runners.
N/A
This is an area undergoing massive densification. It is already very dense. Tom Riley
should be a green oasis for this area, where families stuck in apartments can get some
space, enjoy a picnic and let the kids stretch their legs. Improvements should go well
beyond a playground, although there is urgent need for this item. What is the city's
park's plan for this area when it gets 1000s of inhabitants? Michael Powell is a very
small and overcrowded park. What is the overall plan? Are we just collecting
development fees with no plan for the community??
The equipment that has been installed at Dundas and Royal york is hideous. What an
eye sore. It looks totally out of place. The rocks pose a danger to young and old.
Would be great to have a play area to play ball hockey, a smooth ground
Include a splash pad
Our Lady of Sorrows school uses the park a lot so it would be super to consider their
input with the elementary school as a neighbour and big user of the space.
The micheal power playground needs improvement. A leash free dog area needs to be
created in the new construction happened east of Kipling. There are many dogs and
families sharing space. You can. To put down a blanket to sit down on without running
into poo or pee. Only amplified by the covid-19 lock down and the many families who
want to enjoy the green space and can not enjoy the grassy area.
I like the idea of having a theme, like the ship and circus themed playgrounds
An off leash dog park for pet owners would be a good addition particularly for the size of
the park.
Create more shade when building the structures, and have picnic tables so moms can sit
if they are watching their kids and can have a picnic as well when they visit the park.
Separate enclosed dog park
Make it different from other playgrounds nearby.
More trees are always nice )
Lots of people walk through the park but there are very few picnic tables or seating
nearby.
Instal public gym equipment for everyone to enjoy.
Yes. We definitely need dog off-leash enclosed area! Hundred of dogs live in the area.
The park is huge I’m sure you can spare a bit of land to create dog off leash enclosed
area
Install lights there. Keep them on. Crime is less likely with light. I am not one for cctv
cameras.. but in the middle of a park near highschools and where strange men often
loiter.. I would absolutely support 24 hour lit surveillance
It would be useful to have a water fountain or water filling station at the park, especially if
there is going to be a picnic area as the park is not that near a store.
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I grew up close by and spent every day after school in this park- I actually still remember
the old play structures before these current ones!
Maintain paths to the creek, make the creek safer to visit
Splash pad would be fantastic if not then slides/swings and climbing structures are fun.
My little one loves to play 'store' so a clubhouse with store type features are good. And
smaller features like tic-tac-toe or other little games are fun too. Picnic tables are always
welcome too and natural materials are good in normal times (in pandemic times, plastic
that is easily wiped/disinfected may be preferred).
I think the new playground on Dundas next to Kingsway College School has so much
right! A circle for wheels, an imaginative variety of climbing, sliding and playing
structures engaging different ages, a safe ground surface, and shaded seating for the
adults. I also like the Michael Power playground. Something like that, plus a splash pad,
would be just about perfect in my opinion. I don't think it needs a theme, just some
topnotch, interesting stuff to play on.
would love to see a splash pad.
It is a big area to be structured
fenced leash free area for dogs
Thank you for making our park great.
- hold events: farmer's market, local handicraft shows, etc
Some of the benches around the park are very old and have sunken into the ground. As
well, there is really only one picnic table by the playground, the other one is by the
community centre which is further. More picnic tables by the playground please. Also,
an adult playground would also be great in this area. There are a number of existing
condos and apartment buildings surrounding the park and more are under development
at Islington Subway Station. This playground should be begin enough to service all of
these new residents, both young and old.
Why would you want to take such a risk by having large amounts of people gathering
together in the midst of a major pandemic in which thousands of people may or already
have died?
na
There are many trees falling over that are now dangerous. The garbage cans by the
baseball diamond should be relocated near the stairs. The high-school students keep
pushing them into the creek. All the garbage then gets left in the creek. I would like to
assist with the park redesign.
Ensure sports still available. Proper lighting for dark. Garbage bins. Keep is simple and
safe and not super modern. We have limited organic or natural spaces in Toronto. Let's
remember our heritage.
I'm assuming the metal structures are designed to not get super hot in the sun?
This is for the park in general, but an off-leash area for dogs that includes some of the
woods adjacent. Dogs in a simple open space get bored quickly.
More ideas: making of park rules to keep the maintenance of the environment. Access
for people with disability.
Add water park
A splash pad or kiddy pool would be amazing. This neighbourhood is in a dry zone of
wading pools.
I love how the park and the playground bring our very diverse neighbourhood together.
It’s a real slice of diverse Toronto and it enriches my life. Many racialized and new
immigrant families and teenagers use the park. Any improvements that will make it more
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likely for more people to use it are welcome. I’m very happy to hear that improvements
to the park are being funded by the city. Thank you for this investment in community
We would definitely like to see different slides and climbing structures as well as swings.
Maybe even a zip line or monkey bars.
The current playground gets full sun exposure and has no shade in any of the play
areas. More large trees need to be planted strategically.
This is a long overdue remodel. It's a shame that an area with so many working class
families doesn't have an accessible safe and fun place to play and gather. Humbertwon
Park is a joyous place for children and adults. Michael Power is a welcome addition to
the area but lacks shade, seating and washroom. Even a portable unit would do. We are
all walking there and are sometimes reduced to squatting at the edges...too much
garbage and not family friendly as no shady space to gather.
Seating in shaded areas
No
Yes, besides the playground improvements for kids, it would nice to also add some
outdoor gym features for adults such as a pullup bar, dip bar, and some tiered bars for
pushups and reverse rows. There are a lot of o people that run in the park, and some
outdoor gym features would be excellent to have.
Play structures...rope climber,see-saw,swings, spiral slide
Two ideas...1) Visual cues for children to take turns/share, be kind and be inclusive as
well as 2) Art installations - sculptures or paintings from local artists somehow
incorporated into the equipment or at its perimeter.
Lighting would be helpful to increase safety.
I like to see the area expanded to a bigger and more useful park. It’s beautiful if we can
utilize it.
Please consider some fitness for adults features - eg, balance beams, step ups etc
(widely found in wooded areas in Switzerland)
There's been a large increase in the number of puppies/dogs in the neighborhood and
we are in desperate need of an off-leash dog park.
have an off leash dog park.
Outdoor gym equipment for all ages, and a fenced in off leash dog park!
Use repurposed or use local resources to include the community in this project. This way
the community sees itself in its own playground!
Again off leash play area for dogs.
have a boardwalk or a pathway for bikes and scooters
I would like to you consider the many age groups who use the park. Put benches
around the entire park so older people can go and read a book or just enjoy
nature...instead of 5 benches for the entire area? Again, the people with income pay for
all of this WHY WILL YOU NOT CATER TO ALL AGE GROUPS????
Skate park and bike park would be cool
I’d like to see an outdoor gym/fitness component (Sault Ste Marie has a park like that).
Include Indigenous medicine garden or have an Indigenous focus on the design
(incorporate the medicine wheel and the 7 grandparent teachings)
Would like to see a water park as well
Trampoline
Try to keep the cost down below $10 million. Your cost estimate of a simple set of stairs
suggests that you have no concept of economic reality.
Maybe some flower installations and extra benches
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It would be great for children and teenagers create a place to practice skate board.
The park should offer a splash pad based on the location amount of kids and
convenience of parents it would be an excellent spot
Sand box!!! My 4-year old daughter and I did this survey after a visit to the playground.
She spent nearly an hour just playing in the sand, so a separate sand box is a must.
Designated fence in area for dogs so family with pets and kids can bring the whole gang
out for fun at the same time!
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